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Scbool graduates come to make their home in a village.

Graduates Take to

the Countryside
SINCE the beginning of the Great

This is one of the great events

Proletarian Cultural Revolution

in China's socialist revolution and

and especially since 1968 when
Chairman Mao called on them to do

construction. It has profound and
far-reaching significance for speed

so, wave upon wave of China's mid
dle school graduates have left the

ing up the modernization of
agriculture; for narrowing the

carry on the cause of the proletar
ian revolution.

cities for the countryside. Altogeth

difference between industry and

A new thing in the building of
socialism, the trek of school grad
uates to settle in the countryside
has developed in the midst of a

er 12 million have settled in rural

agriculture, town and country and

sharp struggle between Chairman

areas and frontier regions where

mental and manual labor; for com

Mao's

bating and preventing revisionism

line and Liu Shao-chi's revision

and consolidating the dictatorship
of the proletariat; and for training
millions of young people who will

ist line. As early as 1955 during
the period of agricultural coopera
tion, Chairman Mao pointed out:

they have become integrated with
the peasants and workers and form
a fresh force for the building of
socialism.

proletarian

revolutionary

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

"All intellectuals who can work in

the countryside should be happy

students to go straight to college".
This was publicly to obstruct mid

to go there. Our countryside is
vast and has plenty of room for

ing to the countryside to be re

dle school graduates from go

Educated by the local poor and
lower-middle peasants, the millions
of school graduates in the coun

them to develop their talents to
the full." Large numbers of school
graduates have enthusiastically

educated by the workers and peas
ants. It was part of Teng Hsiao-

tryside
conscientiously
study
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
Thought and criticize capitalism

ping's Rightist attempt to reverse

and revisionism. Tempered in the

responded to this call.

the correct verdicts of the cultural

class struggle and the struggle for

revolution. It was met by a vigor

production and scientific experi
mentation, they constantly raise

The carrying out of Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line, however,
is never smooth sailing. Opposi

tion and sabotage comes from the
capitalist readers in the Party who

do their utmost to prevent integra
tion of the educated youth with
the workers and peasants. Prior
to

the

cultural

revolution

Liu

ous counterattack by many youths
who carried their words into ac
tions. In the first three months of

this yeai' hundreds of thousands of
school graduates went to the coun
tryside and frontier regions.
For school graduates to go to the

countryside

means

a

complete

their socialist consciousness

and

working ability. Many have joined
the Chinese Communist Party and
the Communist Youth League.
With the poor and lower-middle

peasants they take on responsibility
for helping to build the new so
cialist countryside. Many of them

Shao-chi, spreading such nonsense

break with traditional ideas. For

have become counselors in the mass

as "study in order to become an

centuries the exploiting

official" and "go to the country
side and make a name for your

that "he who excels in learning can

classes

self", attempted to undermine the

be an official" and "all occupations

study of Marxist-Leninist theory,
agricultural technicians, literai'y
and art workers, tractor drivers,
barefoot doctors, schoolteachers

movement of young people going

are base, only book-learning is

and pioneers in scientific farming.

to the countryside. Liu Shao-chi's

exalted". The bourgeoisie, trumpet
ing "knowledge is private prop
erty", regards knowledge as a lad
der for achieving personal fame
and fortune. But Chinese youth

revisionist line was criticized dur

ing the cultural revolution. In De
cember 1968 Chairman Mao said,

"It is highly necessary for young

peddled the

Confucian

doctrine

Others have been promoted to

leading positions in the people's
communes or state farms, and some

outstanding youngsters have been
elected to the Central Committee

people with education to go to the
countryside to be re-educated by
the poor and lower-middle peas

today maintain that culture should
serve the working people since it
is they who create culture. "It is

or the Standing Committee of the

ants".

highly honorable to become a peas

demonstrates that China's proletar

ant after schooling," they assert.
"We want to be ordinary workers,

ian revolution is forging ahead and
that there is a solid core of people
who will carry on.

The movement to settle in

the countryside swept the nation.
In 1969 alone 2.7 million middle

school graduates left the cities,
more than double the number who

not part of an intellectual elite."

of the Chinese Communist Party

National People's Congress.

had moved to the countryside in
the dozen years before the cultural
revolution.

The Lin Piao anti-Party clique

viciously attacked this movement
as "forced labor in disguise" and

tried to sabotage it. The young
people and their parents fought
against this. In 1973 in a letter re
plying to Li Ching-Hn, who sup
ported his middle school graduate
son to settle in the countryside in

Fukien province. Chairman Mao
approved his action as a revolu

tionary one and showed great con
cern for the yoimg people's life in

the countryside. Today for middle
school graduates to go to the

countryside has become an almost
universal custom.

Opposition to this policy has not
ceased. Last summer, Teng Hsiao-

ping, the biggest unrepentant
capitalist reader in the Party, ad
vocated that we should "select good
SEPTEMBER 1976

Young school graduates plowing deeply between oil palms on Hainan Island.
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PEOPLE BUILD HAINAN ISLAND
Staff Reporter

Since 1968 thousands of Kwangtung province

tingents of peasants, cadres and demobilized soldiers

middle school graduates have answered Chairman

from mainland Kwangtung province opened up

Mao's call to go to the countryside, crossed the

more than 80 state plantations. Since then, with

Chiungchow Strait and settled down on state farms

fresh forces of school graduates, the area planted to

on Hainan Island.

rubber trees has expanded vastly.

In a 500-kilometer tour of the

island, most of the time among new rubber planta
tions, we seemed to run into ruddy-cheeked young
people everywhere carrying pails of latex on shoulder
poles.

School graduates make up more than half the
latex tappers, a specialized job. They are active in
class struggle, the struggle for production and scien

Though subtropical and ideal for growing rub
ber, before liberation Hainan Island had only a few

production technique.

small low-yield plantations. Most of the island was

serving in different leading positions on the farms.

tific experiments and have done much in improving
Over 16,000 of them are.

undeveloped. When the new people's republic began

Every one of the island's state farms have young

to develop an independent and self-reliant economy,
the state decided to make Hainan the country's big

leaders at the top level. The young people have also
reinforced the militia defending China's southern

gest rubber base. Between 1951 and 1968 huge con

coast.

The Reclaimers
SINCE ancient times the southern
tip of Hainan Island has been
called "the end of the world" be
cause it was wild and uninhabited.

A moimtainous area, today it is the
home of the South Wind produc
tion team of the South Shore State

school knowledge, felt like heroes

the cultural revolution many of

with no place to go.

them were left untouched because

Team leader Liu Chun-kuang,
noting their reactions, organized a
study of Chairman Mao's Orienta
tion of the Youth Movement,stress

silence of old days is broken by the

ing a particular passage: "How
should we judge whether a youth
is a revolutionary? How can we
tell? There can only be one crite
rion, namely, whether or not he is
willing to integrate himself with

soimds of work and the singing and

the broad masses of workers and

laughter of yoimg voices.

peasants and does so in practice."

Farm. The wild look is gone,
transformed by a terraced rubber

plantation, a mirror-smooth reser
voir and neat rows of houses. The

The

Hsiaoshu

Mountains here

first felt the pick and shovel in
1969 when some veteran workers
of the state farm and 40 middle

school graduates from the city of
Swatow climbed the wild slopes.

The young people learned that
when they were still infants the
first reclaimers had left their main
land homes and come to Hainan.
There were no new thatched roof

experts held that rubber trees could

not survive the strong winds com
ing from the ocean and the severe

lack of water on the slopes. During
the cultural revolution the farm
workers criticized the revisionist

line of Liu Shao-chi, including its
blind faith in bourgeois specialists.

They suggested that the rich soil
and hot climate of the mountain

slopes were good conditions for

growing rubber. There had to be
ways to get water.
Their task, the veterans told the

school graduates, was to experi

ment with growing rubber on the
slopes of the Hsiaoshu Mountains
and accumulate experience so that
eventually all the seashore moun
tains could be made to produce

more by idyllic imagination than
practical experience, expected to

houses waiting for them. They slept
under trees with leafy branches for
mattresses. With pick and shovel
they began to turn the wild land
into the rubber plantations and oil

see swaying coconut trees under a

palm forests the young people had

"Rubber is vital to our economy
and national defense," the veterans

blue sky and white clouds. They
were staggered by the endless

seen elsewhere on the farm.

said. "Let's work like the Taching

couraged, the young people began

oil drillers, dare to take on hard

stretches of slopes covered with tall

to see these wild mountains, too,

creeper-entwined trees and thorny
undergrowth. Others, ready to per

growing green and orderly.

ships and work for China's inde
pendence in rubber."

Some of the young volunteers, fired

form

dramatic feats

with

-4 Returning: from latex tapping.
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their

En

rubber.

But why were these mountains

More veteran workers and their

at "the end of the world" chosen?

families and more school graduates

There were many mountains on the

came to the Hsiaoshu Mountains.

South Shore State Farm.

The young people were particularly

Before

the Japanese invaders, and how

quickly.

later the People's Liberation Army

when another downpour brought

It was barely finished

had driven the Kuomintang reac

mountain torrents which breached

tionaries off the island.

the dam one night. The team went
out to save it. Boulders dropped

"Blood and sweat won this land,"

the school graduates told them
selves."The first reclaimers on Hai

nan started under much greater
odds than we face today. Let's

carry on and force the Hsiaoshu
Mountains to bend to our will."

The Mountains Wake Up

into the break were swept away.
Young men and women jumped
into the water, linked arms, and
blocked

the current

ders and sandbags.

m
New rubber plantalion and hous
ing in the Hsiaoshu IVIountains.

their

By the time

the dam was saved it was dawn.

With water the young rubber
trees thrived.

The veterans handed the young

with

bodies while others piled up boul

Now the settlers

people sharp long-bladed axes for

began to build brick-and-tile houses
and plant two hectares to rice and

clearing the undergrowth. A couple

vegetables. They raised fifty pigs.

of hours' work raised blisters. They

longed for a break. Yet the older
people, including some older

They stocked their reservoir with
fish. Tangerine trees brought from
their mainland homes took rpot.

women, kept hacking away ahead

For

of them. They svrang their axes

graduates tasted the joy of ample
food and clothing by working with

again and plodded on. In a few
weeks their blisters turned to cal

the

first

time

the

school

luses.

their ovm hands. The Hsiaoshu
Mountains were now home.

The slumbering mountains awak
ened. At night the slopes were lit

more of its young people out to

by the red flames of burning brush.
Water was badly needed not only

for planting but for everyday life.
The farm sent up three trucks of
water every day. This only gave

The South'Shore State Farm sent

apply the Hsiaoshu Mountains ex
perience to other mountains.
Gradually 1,200 hectares of sea
shore slopes were converted into
rubber plantations.

each person three ladles for drink

ing and washing. Meanwhile, some
young women, without interrupt
ing their work, joined the veterans
in a search for water in the moun
tains. There was little. The site

was screened on all sides by moun

tains, and the rain, though plenti
ful, fell only during a" short period.
The best way to get water, they de
cided, was to build a dam and form
a reservoir.

Work began in spring 1970, the
Traclor driver Huang Hsiang-chao,

moved to see 56-year-old Chang

Tu-jung, wife of one of the veter
ans, out working with the rest.
Leader Liu took the young people
to a huge pit nearby where the
Japanese imperialists had dumped
the bodies of miners they had kill

ed for resisting their rule. Himself
a veteran guerrilla, Liu told stories
of how the famous Hainan Island

Guerrillas and the local people of
different nationalities had fought

Maturing in Struggle

The production team set up an

evening school for the study of
Chairman Mao's writings and other
Marxist-Leninist works, general
knowledge and the science of rub
ber cultivation. School graduates
do most of the teaching. Wall

newspapers carry articles on ideo
logical gains in studies, reports on
outstanding people and deeds, and
criticisms

of

manifestations

of

school graduates the main force in

bourgeois thinking.

digging, drilling, blasting and
carrying stones. The farm sent
tractors to help. By August the
project was finished — a dam 10
meters high and 80 meters long and

The young people found that by
responding to Chairman Mao's call
to integrate themselves with the
workers and peasants they had
been able to transform the wild

a reservoir to hold 200,000 cubic

mountains and make them serve

meters. Autumn rains filled the
reservoir
which
was
named

the country's needs. There was no

"World's End". Eighty hectares of

slander that sending school grad

slopes were planted to rubber sap
lings. Soon a small hydroelectric

forced labor in disguise. They also

station began supplying electricity.

saw that Lin Piao's slander was

In May the next year a typhoon

better
uates

refutation
to

the

of Lin

countryside

Piao's
was

actually rooted in the reactionary

raised a flash flood which destroy

Confucian thinking which encour

ed the dam. The people rebuilt it

aged young people to excel in bookCHINA RECONSTRUCTS

learning in order to become offi
cials, the road to wealth and power

in the old China. Today the young
people are filling the wall news

papers with articles denouncing the
arch unrepentant Party capitalist

reader Teng Hsiao-ping for trying
to keep school graduates from go

ing to the countryside.

Most of

their articles express their deter
mination to integrate with the
workers and peasants.
After a day's work, veterans and

youngsters often' get together to
make music or rehearse songs and
dances depicting their militant life,

which they perform for neighbor
ing production teams.

searchers, drivers and
shop workers.

machine

Having weathered the strong

Huang Hsiang-chao, a teenager

winds on the island, the rubber

when he first came, was nicknamed

trees will be ready for tapping

Little Tiger for his daring work on

next year.

the dam and reservoir. He is now

The planters are also

maturing. Many of the 60 young

a Communist Party member and a

people in the Hsiaoshu Mountains

tractor driver.

have become members of the Com

munist Party or the Communist
Youth League. Some have become

"We're going to transform all
these mountains — the whole is

land!" he said. "Not only that —

leaders or managers of the farm at

we're going to close the gap be

different levels.

tween industry and agriculture,
town and country, physical and

Some have been

sent to universities, others have

learned to be the farm's doctors,

mental labor.

teachers,

future!"

agro-technicians,

re

That's

a

great

New Force in Rubber Production
WE VISITED Tan county in the
western part of Hainan Island
where China's earliest state farms

and rubber plantations were set
up. The South China Institute of
Tropical Plants and the South

China Academy of Tropical Plants
are also located here. Many school
graduates working on the farms

bud-grafted trees which yield over

A New Road

The Red Flag production team

3 kg. Recently she has planted new

was one of China's earliest rubber

varieties of rubber trees developed

sapling nurseries after liberation.

by Chinese workers and scientists.

Veteran

These give higher yields and resist

workers

drove

out

the

wild pigs and killed pythons, clear
ed off the mounteiin slopes and
planted rubber trees.

In the early days, rubber trees

typhoons and cold.

But there are still a large num
ber of the earlier seed-grown trees
on the farm. It was important to
raise their yield. Once the Red

take part in scientific research to
raise production. They have linked
their ideal of building up the coun

in China were raised from seeds.

The yield was low — less than two

Flag

try

kilograms of dry rubber a year per

secretary, Lin Ting-chun, had ex

tree. In 1958 China began to grow

perimented on a seed-grown tree
and got a yield of 3 kg. Since this

with

the

development

China's rubber industry.

of

Wu HsUo-hsin (second right) and other school graduates discuss
a new way of tapping more latex with veteran worker Wu Ti.

production

team's

Party

proved it possible, in 1975 the
team decided to experiment on a
large area of seed-grown trees. The

task was given to school graduate
Wu Hsiao-hsin, who had come to
the farm from Kwangchow in 1968
at the age of 17.
When

Wu

first

arrived,

he

thought tapping latex would be

easy. It was not. When he con
tinued to tap half as much as a
veteran worker, he felt the inade

quacy of his school training and
began to work hard at learning
from the veterans. Soon he became

a skilled tapper and studied the

botany of rubber trees with great
interest.

The dedicated way he went at

the task impressed the farm's
veteran workers.

To strengthen

his political level they told him a
lot about the struggle between the

revolutionary line and the revisionSEPTEMBER 1976
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Bringing in laicx.

y
p

Learning the hows and whys of tractors
at a state farm's spare-lime college.

Chu Kuo-yu (second left), a middle school graduate now a research
assistant at the South China Academy of Tropical Plants, gather

ing comments from veteran workers and technicians on his inven
tion, an instrument for quick assay of rubber content in latex.

".W:
The twofold task of a school graduate: Build

up

Hainan Island

and

defend

the

country's

southern frontiers.

Jogging, one of the spare-time activities on the
state farms.

Discussing the theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat during a work break
After work

m

A photoelectric testing apparatus developed by school

Learning grafting from a veteran worker on Hsiliu farm.

graduate Cbu Kuo-yu (front) is now being made in groups.

ist line on. the farm before the
cultural revolution. The influence
of Liu Shao-chi's revisionist line

and extending them. If he succeed

should be shallow.

ed in making seed-grown trees
produce an average of 3 kg,, it

his experiment on the knowledge
he had learned in the spare-time

was strong then and the special

would mean a great increase of

ists' word was law. Regulations

school that ethrel hormone stimu

rubber for the state.

lates the production of latex.
Meanwhile he also changed from
making tap cuts only on the lower
trunks to alternating them with

set by them kept the workers
under strict control. If they hurt
the trees or failed to meet their

quota their wages were cut. Ob
viously workers were not allowed

to do scientific experiments to raise
production.
The

revisionist

lines

of

Liu

But Wu was nervous and afraid
that as an advanced

worker he

would lose face if he failed.

His

squad leader Wu Ti encouraged

him. "You people are young and

The production team approved

new ways for us to inci-ease output.

Wu's measures for the experiment.
Before the time for tapping the
270 experimental trees, it sent

We old workers support you. Ex
periment, and if you fall, try
again!" Party
secretary
Lin

the cultural revolution when these

brought him records of the experi

lines were criticized, farm leaders
began to rely on the workers to

ment which got him 3 kg. from a
single seed-grown tree.

help develop rubber production.
Scaling the Heights

Both old and young workers now
A spare-time school had been
set up after the cultural revolu
tion, and Wu Hsiao-hsin and other
young people interested in scien

tific experiments were sent there

to study. Wu studied especially
the fundamentals of growing rub
ber trees, methods of stimulating
latex, and disease and pest control.
In 1973 he was promoted to vice-

leader of his latex-tapping squad.
In 1974 he was cited an advanced
worker of the farm.

The crux of the ejfperiment was
to make the trees produce more la
tex without harming them. Lin

Ting-chun and some veteran work
ers helped Wu work out his plan
for the experiment. Lin told him
that the tree he had experimented
with was still growing well

because he had applied sufficient
fertilizer and reduced the number

workers to apply a lot of fertilizer.
Experimental work was really a
test of Wu. He was not used to

making high cuts. He was not tall
and had to stand on tiptoe to see
a high tapping line. After making
270 high cuts in four hours he
could hardly lift his hand. Veteran
workers helped him master the
skill. Because more hormone had

been applied, more latex flowed
for a longer time. He had to
increase his daily rounds to coUect
it all.

Wu began to feel tired and fed
up. Scientific measures, of course,

of cuts, making each one give more

but without enthusiasm

latex.

revolution one cannot persist in
experimenting. One noon just

Veteran workers with much ex

perience told Wu how to protect

the trees and get more yield by
Thinking of the past when work
ers had no right to even ask

making cuts at different depths
according to their growth and the

about scientific experiments, Wu

weather. When it was hot and the

was excited to get the job of rais
ing the output of the old seedgrown trees. He thought of it as

trees were thriving, they could
make deep cuts and get more latex.
On the contrary, in the cold rainy

consolidating the results of the

season or when

cultural revolution on the farm

flowering

10

higher ones. This would protect
future yield.

have an education. You should find

Shao-chi and Lin Piao strangled
the workers' enthusiasm. During

had the opportunity to experiment.

He conducted

the trees were

or fruiting, the

cut

for the

when he wanted to take a rest

after working from dawn, it
threatened to rain. He delayed a
while and then went out to get in
the last batch of latex. He found

Lin Ting-chun already there col
lecting it for him. He was instantly
ashamed.

"The Party secretary didn't criti

cize

me," Wu Hsiao-hsin said,
CHINA EECONSTRUCrS

recalling the incident. "But his
selflessness made me think. Since

then, every time I have felt tired

or fed up, I think of China's urgent
need of rubber. To be prepared

Kwangchow. He was one of the
young people who had made out
standing achievements in their

Without them, I would be like a
fish out of water."

by the veteran workers on the

be self-sufficient in rubber. We're

without

rubber

no trucks

and

tractors!"

After that incident, Wu doubled
his efforts. While others rested at

noon, he practiced cutting high
lines. He often .went on collect
ing latex after his comrades had

already gone to supper or went
out alone at night to collect it. His

trees

and

tapping

pails were

always clean so as not to affect

the quality of the latex. Even

when he was ill he persisted in

observing

the

trees,

making

analyses and keeping records.

our country's rubber production.

and was shy and taciturn. Guided

farm and tempered by the life
there, he had developed a deep

try's agriculture by 1980 —but

They have practical

ordinary work. He wore glasses

against the imperialists, we must
working to mechanize the coun

periments.

experience and care most about

Last spring Chu Kuo-yu and 42
other young people wrote a letter
to Chairman Mao on behalf of all

love for his work.

the school graduates working on
At Yangchiang farm in 1971 he

saw experimental workers walking
12 kilometers a day to bring latex
to a rubber plant for drying, then
taking" it to a laboratory to test
for rubber content. He made up
his mind to change this situation

the farms on Hainan Island. In

the letter they criticized Teng
Hsiao-ping's insistence that the

by making an instrument which

could test the content on the spot.
He tried using direct and then
alternating current. He did not

succeed. "The weighing method is
used all over the world," some

people sneered."How can a young
ster like you find a new way?"
Chu Kuo-yu paid no attention.

He also helped a woman worker

nearbywith her experiments to in
crease yield. Before the end of the

Watching a film one evening, he
got an idea. When the sound track

harvest period, both his trees and

with varying degrees of darkness

the woman's yielded an average of

passes the photoelectric cell, it

3 kg. of dry rubber per tree. Be

causes varying electric currents

cause they had applied scientific
tapping methods, few of their trees

became diseased or had the bark
die.

which are converted into different

volumes of sound. He applied this

principle to his experiments, using
the

different

electric

currents

Many other young workers on

generated in the photocell by light
passing through the latex to deter

Hainan Island also achieved good

mine its rubber content. Veteran

results in scientific experiments.

over 6 kg. on large areas. Others

workers and projectionists helped
him. After 160 experiments he
made a successful portable photo
electric testing apparatus. It elimi

discovered a way of using a needle

nated the need to dry the latex

instead of the knife for tapping.

before weighing it.

Four school graduates made bud-

grafted trees yield an average of

Experimental work made Wu
Hsiao-hsin even more determined

to be a latex tapper for the rest of

his life. "My ideal is to work
where the motherland needs me

most," he said, "to do my work
well and make the best contribu

tions I can. We've just begun our
scientific experiments. We have to
popularize our new methods and

X

Testing time

..l L.

^C

Big-characier
posters
criticizing
Teng Hsiao-plng's revisionist line.

best middle school graduates be
sent directly to college, This, they
said, was just a new version of
Liu Shao-chi's "study to be of

was shortened from a day to only

ficials" and

two minutes. Testing on the spot
expanded the number of experi
ments they could do.

labor in disguise". Teng's inten
tion was to stop school graduates

Later Chu Kuo-yu was sent to
the South China Academy of
Tropical Plants to do research on
similar scientific equipment. He
continues to go back to the farm
to work, and to make and popu

from going to the countryside.
They wrote: "Teng Hsiao-ping
wants to turn us back onto the road

of divorcing oui'selves from pro
letarian politics, productive labor
and the workers and peasants. He
wants to train us into a bourgeois
intellectual elite which would

improve them. There's certainly

larize new equipment.

plenty to do!"

academy he modified his photo

work to restore capitalism. We will

electric testing device to diagnose

fight

nutritional deficiencies in rubber
trees and determine soil con

Chairman

tent. When praised for this, he

strike root on the farms and

Integrated with the Masses

At the South China Academy of
Tropical Plants we met Chu Kuoyu, a school graduate from
SEPTEMBER 1976

At the

Lin Piao's "forced

this!"

The

letter

Mao that the

told
young

people on Hainan Island would

said, "The workers on the farms

always integrate with the workers

are the main force in scientific ex

and peasants.
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Workers, Peasants and Soldiers Criticize

Teng Hsiao-ping's Revisionist Line
China's struggle to criticize Teng Hsiao-ping's counter-revolutionary revisionist line and beat back the Right
deviationist attempt to reverse correct verdicts is being brought to a new high. The Chinese people, led by the
Party Central Committee headed by Chairmen Mao, are thoroughly repudiating Teng Hsiao-ping's crimes in at
tempting to subvert the dictatorship of the proletariat and restore capitalism. They have deepened the criticism

of his revisionist absurdities ideologically and theoretically, and exposed his reactionary nature in betraying
Marxism.

Below are three articles by workers, peasants and soldiers.
— Editor

Since the basic completion of the

Never Discard Class Struggle

socialist

transformation

of

the

ownership of the means of produc
tion, we have achieved one success

by the Party branch of the Tacbai production brigade

after another in continuing the rev

olution and bringing about great
TPENG HSIAO-PING always advocated the theory that the

class struggle is dying out. As
early as in 1957 shortly after the

basic completion of the socialist
transformation of the ownership of
the means of production, he follow
ed Liu Shao-chi in preaching that
"classes have been basically elim
inated and we should not stress

class struggle".
Not long after he resumed work,
Teng Hsiao-ping used an eclectic

sleight of hand to come up with the
program of "taking the three direc
tives as the key link". This is a
deliberate distortion of Chairman

Mao's

instructions.

By

putting

three directives — on studying the

"In 1949 it was pointed out that
the principal contradiction within
the country was one between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
Thirteen years later the question of
class struggle was reiterated, and

venting revisionism, on stability
and unity, and on pushing the na

tional economy forward •— on a par,
he was confusing the primary with
the secondary and using the
secondary to replace the primary.
His real aim was to negate taking
class struggle as the key link and
to tamper with the Party's basic

we able to do all this? Fundamen

tally because we firmly followed

that the situation began to turn for

Chairman Mao's proletarian revolu
tionary line, took class struggle as
the key link in combating revi
sionism and capitalism, and oppos

the better.

ed and rejected the interference

mention was also made of the fact
What is the Great Cul

tural Revolution for? To wage class
struggle. Liu Shao-chi advocated
the theory of the dying out of class
struggle, but he himself never ceas
ed to wage class struggle. He
wanted to protect his.bunch of ren
egades and sworn followers. Lin
Piao wanted to overthrow the pro
letariat and attempted a coup. Did
class struggle die out?"

theory of the dictatorship of the

proletariat and combating and pre

changes in ideology, production and
farmland construction. Why were

What Chairman Mao said is an

irrefutable tnith expressing what
we poor and lower-middle peasants
wanted to say.

Teng Hsiao-ping

preached the dying out of class
struggle. Has it really died out?
Absolutely not. Take our Tachai for

example. It's not necessary to men
tion the sharp struggle against
landlords and rich peasants before

and sabotage of the revisionist line
pushed by Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao
and Teng Hsiao-ping.

The class struggle of this period

has really been soul-stirring.

In

1957, right after Teng Hsiao-ping
proclaimed that "we should not
stress class struggle", the bour
geois Rightists launched their wild

attack on the Party and socialism.
In Tachai too landlords, rich peas
ants, counter-revolutionaries and
bad elements popped up to join the
Rightists in opposing the Party
leadership and the movement for
agricultural cooperation. They at

tempted to turn back along the
capitalist road. But we adhered to
Chairman Mao's revolutionary line
and, after a tit-for-tat struggle,
smashed these class enemies' at

tacks. The peasants' enthusiasm

line. He even openly attacked
Chairman Mao's instructions, say

look at the years after the move

for socialism was further aroused

ing,"How can we remind ourselves
of class struggle every day?" This
fully exposed his reactionary es

ment for agricultural cooperation.
Not a year, a month or a day passed
without struggle between the pro

by revolution, They picked up
speed in striding along the so

sence in betraying Marxism.

letariat and the bourgeoisie. Every
achievement was gained in great

While criticizing the Right devia
tionist wind. Chairman Mao said,
12

the land reform movement.

upheavals of class struggle.

Just

cialist road.
From 1960 to 1962 China met

with temporary economic difficul
ties arising from three successive
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

struggle we discovered that even

though ours is an advanced unit, in
the brigade there is still class
struggle, people taking the capital
ist road and, among our Party
members, some representing the

interests of the bourgeoisie. Only
by keeping a firm grasp on class
struggle can we continue to march
forward.

Experience in class struggle tells
us clearly that our socialist society

is not "a jewelled palace in elfland's
hills" but a society with classes,
class

contradictions

struggle.

and

class

The countiyside after

collectivization is not one without

classes in which everything belongs

to the public. A life-and-death
struggle exists everywhere be
tween the socialist road and the

capitalist road. With his program
of "taking the three directives as

the key link", Teng Hsiao-ping
placed the "four modernizations"
(modernization of agriculture, in
dustry, national defense and
science and technology) above all
other work.

His intention was to

write off taking class struggle as
the key link so as to bind us hand
and foot and restore capitalism

Members and cadres of ihe Tacbal production

without hindrance.

brigade denounce Teng Hsiao-ping's crimes.

Our great leader Chairman Mao
pointed out, "With the socialist
revolution they themselves come

years of natural disasters and the
scrapping of contracts and with

selves and worldng hard, we con

drawal of experts by the Soviet
revisionist renegade clique. Taking

ist collective economy.

this as an opportunity to restore

Revolution is a great political rev

when it comes to criticizing bour

olution carried out by the pro

geois right, they resent it. You are
making the socialist revolution,

capitalism in the countryside, Teng
Hsiao-ping in tune with Liu Shaochl and Lin Piao shouted himself

hoarse

that

agriculture

should

practice "the fixing of farm output
quotas on individual households
with each on its own" and he said
that "it doesn't matter whether a

cat is white or black, it's a good

cat so long as it catches mice".

solidated and developed our social
The Great Proletarian Cultural

letariat against the bourgeoisie and
all other exploiting
classes.

Through struggle the two bour
geois headquarters headed by Liu
Shao-chi and Lin Piao were smash

ed, their counter-revolutionary re

visionist line deeply criticized. We
won 'a great victory. But class

struggle has not died out. Bearing

Consequently an evil wind was

in mind our great leader Chairman

stirred up — the son zx yi boo.* But

Mao's instruction, "Never forget

we didn't waver.

We led the

classes and class struggle", we con

under fire.

At the time of the

cooperative
transformation
of
agriculture there were people in
the Party who opposed it, and

and yet don't know where the

bourgeoisie is.
Communist

It is right in the
Party — those

in

power taking the capitalist road.
The capitalist readers are still on
the capitalist road." Criticizing

Teng Hsiao-ping, Chairman Mao
further pointed out, "He knows
nothing of Marxism-Leninism; he
represents the bourgeoisie."
These instructions thoroughly

masses in adhering to the socialist
road and stood up to this evil

tinued to take class struggle as the

key link after the Tenth Party

analyzed the laws governing class
struggle in the historical period of

capitalist wind. Relying on our-

Congress and persevered in con

socialism and exposed Teng's reac

•The extension of plots for private use.

the opening of free markets in cities and
villages, the increase of small enterprises
with sole responsibility for their own

profit or loss, the fixing of farm output
quotas on individual households with each
on its own.
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tinuing the revolution under the

tionary bourgeois nature. Every

dictatorship of the proletariat. We
waged a struggle against restora

thing tends to divide into two.
"Outside any party there are other

tion politically, against corruption
ideologically and against encroach

ings; this has always been so."

ment economically.

Within the Communist Party there

From

the

parties, inside it, there are group
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are a handful of people who have
never been proletarian revolution

We often remind ourselves that
Tachai's success has come from

to understand that cadres will

aries. They are bourgeois demo

struggle. Repeated struggles are

change and turn into exploiters if

crats. With the socialist revolution

they themselves come under fire.

the powerful motive force propel
ling the socialist society forward.

they don't persist in taking part in

They have thus placed themselves
in opposition to the people and

Struggle is a guarantee for the
victory in continuing the revolu

is also a cadre he should take part

become

representatives

of

within the Party. All of us came

collective productive labor. We all

agreed that when a Party member

the

tion under the dictatorship of the

in collective productive labor no

bourgeoisie upholding bourgeois
right and oppressing the workers,

proletariat. Only with struggle can

less than 300 workdays a year. If

we combat and prevent revisionism

the "hurt" is like this, what's wrong

peasants, soldiers, revolutionary

with it?

cadres and intellectuals. They are

and consolidate the dictatorship of
the proletariat. Class conciliation,

restorationists and capitalist read

class

ers representing the interests of

capitulation wlH only lead to res
toration and retrogression.

the bourgeoisie in their struggle
against the proletariat.

We Tachai people have much to
say on this.

amalgamation

and

class

Most of our cadres, including old
ones, have been tempered in the

long revolutionary struggles and
educated with Marxism-Leninism-

But Teng Hsiao-ping, the arch

Mao Tsetung Thought. They want

unrepentant capitalist roader in the

to make revolution. We will never

hurt those experienced old cadres

Since China entered

Party, attacked and smeared class

the period of socialist revolution,
Tachai has met many obstacles on
its way forward. Though some

struggle and the two-line struggle

who are true revolutionaries if we

waged by our Party, saying that it

resolutely

would hurt veteran workers and

obstacles

thrown landlords and rich peas

experienced cadres. This openly
negated the great class struggles

Mao's revolutionary line and pro
letarian policies and correctly dis

ants, and counter-revolutionaries

and struggles between the two lines

came from

the over

carry out Chairman

tinguish and handle the two dif

ferent types of contradictions.
Even though they have committed

and bad elements, the main ones

carried out by the Party. It was

were from the bourgeoisie within

another big lie Teng Hsiao-ping

mistakes of this kind or that, as

the Party. When we first set up

spread to confuse the people.

long as they are willing to correct
them we shall educate and help

a people's commune in Tachai, the

capitalist readers within the Party
following Liu Shao-chi's revisionist

line tried to stop us. In 1964 Liu

By waging class struggle and the
two-line struggle, will the pro
letariat and the poor and lower-

them according to Chairman Mao's
teachings and through criticism
and self-criticism.

tion movement to hit out wildly at

middle peasants hurt the handful
of people who oppose revolution?

Tachai.

Experience in class struggle teUs us

hurt the old cadres to be tempered

they will and must hurt revision

and educated so as to remold their
world outlook in mass movement.

Shao-chi used the socialist educa

Teng Hsiao-ping was of the same

kind as Liu Shao-chi. Last year
when a Right deviationist wind
was stirred up to reverse the cor
rect verdicts of the cultural revolu

ism, capitalism, the bourgeoisie
within the Party, the capitalist
readers, the restoration staged by

Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao, Teng Hsiao-

mental experience and didn't have

ping and other ringleaders promot
ing the opportunist line.

a single word to say about class
struggle and the two-line struggle,
only preaching the theory of pro

Is it right to hurt them? Surely
right, ten thousand times right! Is
this good or bad? Surely good, ten

ductive forces in a vain attempt to

thousand times good! Without such

tion, he distorted Tachai's funda

Facts have proved it does not

It urges them to continue the
revolution. What they discarded in
a mass movement is the bourgeois

stand and old views; and what they
gained is the proletarian stand and

revolutionary world outlook. Teng
Hsiao-ping attacked previous polit
ical movements as having hurt old
cadres and veteran workers. This

undermine the Learn-from-Tachai

hurting there won't be any socialist

is deliberately turning black into
white and fomenting dissension

mass movement. AU this clearly
shows us that the bourgeoisie with
in the Party using a part of power

revolution.

and disunity.

After the cooperation movement,
a Party member in Tachai began

In the historical period of social
ism, class struggle will be a com
plicated and long-term one, some

they

have

usurped

to

restore

capitalism is much more dangerous
than the bourgeoisie in society at
large.

to put on airs after he was elected
production team leader. Commune
members commented that he was

changing, beginning to act like a

While talking on the life-and-

village head in the old society. The

death struggle between the .two

Party branch thought this team

major

classes, the

leader was not making revolution

bourgeoisie and the proletariat,

but acting like a high and mighty
official. They criticized him for his

antagonistic

Chairman Mao pointed out, "This
kind of struggle, it seems, will con
tinue in China and in our Party for
at least twenty years and possibly
half a century. In short, the
struggle will not cease until classes
die out completely." This is true.
U

mistakes and relentlessly "hurt"

his bourgeois ideology.

At the

same time the Party branch used

this case to educate the other Party
members and dealt heavy blows at

the influence of bourgeois ideology

times very intense. We must never

discard class struggle. No matter
what lies Teng Hsiao-ping tried to
fabricate, our determination to
struggle will not be moved. We

-have struggled for the past 30 years
to build up the present Tachai.

We'U march forward by continuing
the struggle. We must struggle
against revisionism and capitalism
every year, every month and every
day. We'll keep on struggling until
communism ' arrives, and nobody
can stop us.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Class Struggle Has Never Died Out
by Wu Chuan-ching, Taching oil field driller

key link, carrying out the Party's
basic line and waging an everdeepening struggle against the
bourgeoisie. It was precisely under

Mao's revolutionary line, were tak

the guidance of Chairman Mao's
revolutionary line and as the so
cialist revolution deepened that our

Communist

ing class struggle as the key link

Taching was built and developed.

Party, Teng Hsiao-ping, like other
heads of opportionist lines, has al

and plunging into the socialist edu
cation movement, it was the No. 2

ways pushed revisionism and was
never a Marxist. Before the cultural

man in Liu Shao-chi's bourgeois
headquarters, Teng Hsiao-ping,

revolution, in cahoots with Liu

who came to Taching to babble,

Shao-chi, he pushed a counter

"Taching is different from other

Mai"xism against revisionism and

HE arch unrepentant capitalist
reader

in

the

The opening up of the Taching
oil field was the history of con
tinuous victories won by the prole
tariat against the bourgeoisie, by

places. For you people, class strug

by socialism against capitalism. The

Shortly after he resumed work, he

gle is not the main contradiction."

existence of classes and class strug

lost no time in dishing up a revi

He brazenly opposed

gle are objective facts. Looking
back on the history of how Taching
was developed, what step forward
was not a result of struggling

revolutionary

, revisionist

line.

Chairman

sionist program of "taking the three

Mao's teaching about classes and

directives as the key link" which
negates class struggle as the key

class struggle, and made a vain at

link, negates the basic line of the
Chinese Communist Party* and is
a frenzied attack against Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line.

tempt to put out the flames of this
struggle against the bourgeoisie
and lure socialist Taching onto the
wrong road.

against the bourgeoisie?
Sixteen years ago when we be

gan opening up Taching there were

What is the main contradiction in

many difficulties and contradic

Looking into his history and
comparing it with his present, one

liberation of the whole country

and reactionaries abroad had whip

can see that, like Liu Shao-chi and
Lin Piao, Teng Hsiao-ping repre

Chairman Mao pointed out clearly
at the Second Plenary Session of the

and on the domestic front Liu Shao-

sents

the

Seventh Central Committee of the

bourgeois class to make a come
back. They inevitably trumpet the
theory of the dying out of class

Communist Party of China that the

chi had blown up an evil wind of
dismantling many industrial proj

main domestic contradiction after

ects.

the

determination

of

struggle and oppose the proletariat's
waging of class struggle against the

bourgeoisie. We Taching workers
remember very clearly that back
in 1964 just when the Chinese peo
ple in every field of endeavor, un
der the guidance of Chairman

socialist society?

On the eve of

liberation would be the contradic

tion between the working class and

the bourgeoisie. Since then, fol
lowing this teaching, the Chinese
people have been continually scor
ing new victories in socialist rev
olution and construction by persist

ing in taking class struggle as the

tions. The imperialists, revisionists
ped up an anti-China campaign,

In

addition

disasters.

came

natural

The struggle was very

sharp. Faced with such a compli
cated situation, the Taching work
ing class, represented by "Iron
Man" Wang Chin-hsi,** earnestly
studied On Practice and On Contra

diction. They applied Mao Tsetung
•At the Tenth Plenary Session of the

A( a criticism meeting workers and cadres in the Taching oil field
deepen their repudiation of Teng Hsiao-ping's revisionist line.

Eighth Party Congress in September 19G2
Chairman Mao put forward, in complete

form, the Party's basic line for the en
tire socialist period: "Socialist society
covers a considerably long historical
period. In the historical period of social
ism, there are still classes, class contradic
tions and class struggle, there is the strug

gle between the socialist road and the
capitaUsi road, and there is ihe danger of

capitalist restoration. We must recognize
ihe protracted and complex nature of this
struggle. We must heighten our vigilance.
We must conduct socialist education. We

must

correctly

class

contradictions

understand
and

and

class

handle
struggle,

distinguish the contradictions between
ourselves and the enemy from those
among the people and handle them cor
rectly. Otherwise a socialist country like
ours will turn info Its opposite and de

generate, and a capitalist restoration will
take place. From now on we must re
mind ourselves of this every year, every

month and every day so that we can re

tain a rather sober understanding of this

problem

and

have

a

Marxist-Leninist

line."

•• Wang Chin-hsi was a pioneer oil work
er who worked tirelessly to get China's
oil industry started. For his iron will and
communist spirit of self-sacrifice, his fel
low workers called him "Iron Man".
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Thought to analyze the situation of

after victory, has class struggle died

class struggle and its various con

out, has the bourgeoisie stopped

merely a production unit but is

tradictions and found their answer:
Whether there are a thousand or

attacking us? Certainly not. Be
cause the poisonous vestiges of the

first of all a field for consolidating
the dietatorship of the proletariat.

ten thousand contradictions, the

revisionist line of Liu Shao-chi and

In running an enterprise there is

main one is that between the pro

Lin Piao have not been completely

letariat and the bourgeoisie. Firmly
grasping class struggle as the key

eradicated, in the development of

the question of orientation. Enter
prises that divorce themselves

the oil field a fierce struggle has

from class struggle — the key link

continued in recent years over
whether or not to persist in the

letarian politics in command, are

link and persisting in the principles
of the Anshan Constitution,* we
finally succeeded in trail-blazing
our own road for industrial devel

opment: we opened up the Taching
oil field

with high speed

and

quality.
The Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution personally initiated and
led by Chairman Mao is in essence

a great political revolution carried
out by the proletariat against the
bourgeoisie and all other exploiting
classes. Following the steps of

study and application of On Prac
tice and On Contradiction, to carry
out the principles of the Anshan
Constitution and to keep to the
orientation for running enterprises
pointed out by Chairman Mao.

Some people said that now that
Taching has been established for 16
years, things

done

at first in

"irregular" ways should now be
done more conventionally. There

were others who started longing for

ist enterprise is by no means

— and do away with putting pro

bound to go off on the wrong track.
Class

struggle

and

two-line

struggle is a powerful motive force

in the building up and develop
ment of Taching. We in Taching

have persisted in the principle of
grasping revolution and promoting
production, For years we have
never forgotten to put proletarian
politics in command when engaged
in economic work, never forgotten
the class struggle in the realm of
the superstructure when carrying

Chairman Mao's strategy, Taching

a leisurely way of life and became

plunged enthusiastically into the
battle to smash the bourgeois head
quarters of Liu Shao-chi and then

unwilling to keep up the ways of

on production, and never forgotten

hard work and struggle. Bourgeois
thinking was infiltrating our ranks.

to put in first place ideological
work to revolutionize people's

that of Lin Piao. We made a deepgoing criticism of the revisionist
line, and examined and repudiated
their crimes in trying to subvert

the question of whether to continue

In order to train ranks of work

the dictatorship of the proletariat

to stride forward or to slide back

and restore capitalism.

tween the proletariat and the bour

wards and return to capitalism the
fierce struggle between the prole
tariat and bourgeoisie never stop

ers worthy of Iron Man Wang,
who will fight revisionism and do

geoisie that we raised our con

ped.

It was

precisely in this great struggle be

sciousness of class struggle, the

,two-line struggle and the need for
continuing the revolution. The
mass movement to study MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought

deepened. Profound changes were

brought about in the realm of the
superstructure which promoted the
production and construction of the
oil field so that Taching's output

today is six times that of before the
cultural revolution.

construction

used every chance to sabotage. On

Taching is a red banner set up
by Chairman Mao. The Taching

experience is one of following
Chairman Mao's proletarian revolu
tionary line, in carrying out the
principles of the Anshan Constitu
tion, persisting in" taking class
struggle as the key link, persisting
in

scores

self-reliance, and

pioneering

along an independent road of in
dustrial development. The capital

push revisionism, however, inevi

victory

tably do everything they can to

•Workers of the Anshan Iron and Steel

distort and negate this most basic
of Taching's experience. Liu Shao-

Company made an analysis of their im
portant experience in running a socialist

enterprise. Supporting their revolutionary
creation and summing up the basic ex

chi did this. Lin Piao did this and

Teng Hsiao-ping also did this. They

perience of socialist construction nation

wanted

wide, Chairman Mao gave an instruction

as a red banner and implant the

in March 1960 and laid down the correct

line for running socialist enterprises —
the Anshan Constitution, Its major prin

ciples are; keep politics firmly in com
mand; strengthen Party leadership; launch
vigorous mass movements; have cadre
participation in productive labor and
worker participation in management; re
form irrational and outdated rules and

regulations: maintain close cooperation
among workers. leading cadres and revolu
tionary technicians; and go full steam
ahead with technical innovation and rev
olution.
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thinking when striving for mod
ernization in our work.

everything to prevent it, every
year the workers and their families
are mobilized for a concentrated

ist readers within the Party who

In a situation in which revolution

and

A handful of class enemies also

to

tear

down

Taching

theory of the dying out of class
struggle and the theory of produc
tive forces in people's minds which
is actually an attempt to derail

China's industry from its socialist
orientation and run it along the
tracks of revisionism.

The experience of history makes
us understand deeply that a social

and

large-scale

education

cam

paign about the Party's basic line.
They learn from the actual class
struggle and two-line struggle in
their own life, and by comparing

the past sufferings of the working
class with the happiness of the
present they gain a deeper under
standing of the Party's basic line.
Every worker's family has written
out two "account books", one show

ing the oppression and exploitation
suffered in the old society and the
other showing the happiness of be

coming the masters of the new
society. Leafing through these
two "account

books"

helps

us

keep in mind the vital task of
combating and preventing revision
ism and Inspires us to struggle

against revisionism.

It fills us

with the determination to never

forget class struggle, to carry on
the revolution, to act in Iron Man

Wang's spirit of battling nature,
class enemies and the wrong line so
that we can develop China's oil

industry in a faster, better and
more economical way.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Defending the Dictatorship
of the Proletariat
by the Party branch of the Sixth Com
pany of a unit of the Peking Garrison

OUR COMPANY helped put
down the counter-revolution

ary political incident in Tien An
Men Square early last April. We
witnessed the violence deliberately
provoked by a handful of class
enemies and the heroic fight of the
workers' militia and the people's

police with the support of the rev
olutionary masses to defend the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
This experience provided us with
a living lesson in class struggle from
which we have understood more

about what the dictatorship of the
proletariat is and what the restora
tion of capitalism would mean. We
have realized more clearly that only

by strengthening the unity between
the army and the people can we
successfully combat the sabotage
of the class enemy and consolidate
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The officers and soldiers of our

company have vowed to be a firm
pillar of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat.

The incident clearly showed that
the struggle between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie in the socialist
period is a life-and-death conflict.

The bourgeoisie inside and outside
the Party, the unreformed land
lords and rich peasants, the coun

ter-revolutionaries, Rightists and
other bad elements in society will
never be reconciled to their doom.

They are bound to put up a des
perate struggle. Thus in broad

the bourgeoisie, not the bourgeoi
sie's struggle against the

pro

letariat.

Clearly the handful of class ene
mies who created the incident in

Tien An Men Square wanted to
overthrow the proletariat. We
should "never forget classes and
class struggle". If we believe Teng

Hsiao-ping's nonsense, the working
people would again suffer the ex
ploitation and oppression of the old
society and thousands of people
would lose their lives.

So we ab

solutely oppose Teng Hsiao-ping's
schemes to subvert the dictatorship

of the proletariat.
Like food and clothing, the dicta

torship of the proletariat is some
thing a victorious people cannot do

daylight in the Square a handful

without even for a moment. It
should under no circumstances be

of class enemies brazenly beat

discarded before the thorough and

worker-militiamen, people's police
men, FLA guards and other revolu
tionaries, set fire to a building,

foreign reactionaries.

burned vehicles and tried to break

into the Great Hall of the People.

Teng Hsiao-ping spared no effort
to spread the theory that class
struggle is dying out, that it had
disappeared. But he himself never
ceased to wage class struggle.
He was planning a counter-revolu
tionary restoration. Like Liu

We will never forget the lesson

Shao-chi and Lin Piao, what he
wanted to have die out was only

we learned in Tien An Men Square.

the proletariat's struggle against

A study group of the Sixth Company of a Peking Garrison unit diligently
studies Marxist theory in the struggle against the Right dcviatJonist wind.

total

abolition

of

domestic

and

We will guard the dictatorship of
the proletariat like our own eyes.
If the enemy dares to sabotage and
create disturbmces we'll smash him
to smithereens with our iron fists!

"If the army and the people are
united as one, wlio in the world
can match them?"

The counter

revolutionary political incident in
Tien An Men Square was suppress
ed in a few hours.

This demon

strates the great strength of our

dictatorship of the proletariat and
the unity of the array and the peo
ple.

In the battle to put down this
counter-revolutionary riot, the Pe

king worker-militiamen and the
people's policemen, with high con
sciousness of class struggle and the

r

struggle between the two lines,
fought in the first lines, without
regard for their own safety. Strik
ing at enemy sabotage, they pro
tected the Great Hall of the People

and the people's wealth and lives.
Their heroic struggle greatly in

spired our fighting will and helped
us understand more deeply that
the real bastion of iron is the

masses, which no force can smash.
Before this bastion of iron — the

army and the people united — a
handful of class enemies are noth

ing but a few flies dashing them
selves against a wall and courting
disaster.

SEPTEMBER 1976
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Marblo

decorative

screen

faces were sheer cliffs reached by

with painted panda design.

narrow footpaths.

Marble is also found in east and
northeast China.

The rock was

quarried by hammering iron drills.
Workers were often crushed by
falling rock or swept away by
mountain torrents.

At the foot of the Tientsang
Mountains

beside

dark-green

Wages were not enough to keep

Erhai Lake in Tali stand three

the stonecutters in food and cloth

pagodas dating from

ing. They lived in caves, sleeping

the Tang

dynasty (618-907). The delicately

on

and

covering

carved marble at the base of the

themselves with straw

grass

mats

raincoats.

main one shows the high level
marble craftsmanship had already
reached in Yunnan 1,000 years ago.

down the mountains on their
backs. These were cut into slabs

They carried the rough blocks

and polished to be made into table

Through the centuries this
elegant stone served only the
feudal ruling class to beautify

fortunes selling these abroad: By

their walls, gates, studies and halls.

the time of liberation the hard life

And on tombstones of it they had
words carved in praise of their
"benevolent rule".

and chair tops and ornamental
screens.

The

capitalists

made

had caused many stonecutters to

leave the trade. Very little marble
was being quarried.

The 400 peasant families in the

Tali

village below the ancient pagodas

A FTER the liberation, in 1956,

know otherwise. For generations
they spent part of their time

the people's government called
on the stonecutters to organize and
some 100 banded together to set up
a marble producers' cooperative in

quarrying marble for the landlords.
Later, when capitalists set up
marble workshops there they made

Marble

the peasants their source of cheap
labor.

an old temple at the foot of the
mountains.

In 1958 it became a

state factory.

Since then new

A seam of marble 200 meters

buildings have been added year
after year. Quarrying and proc

thick runs at 3,000 meters above
sea level beneath 19 peaks of the

essing of marble slabs for con
struction have been completely

Tientsang Mountains. The work-

mechanized.

The painiing "On the Iron-chain Bridge" on a mavbie screen.

-.-f

CMOOTH, fine-grained Tali mar-

^ ble is veined in designs like
a traditional Chinese ink-and-brush

painting in black and also in
yellow, ocher, green

and

Cloud-wreathed mountain

red.
peaks,

misty waterfalls dashing down pre

cipices, pines, bamboos, plum blos
soms and orchids, as well as birds,
animals, fish and insects — they
can all be found in Tali marble.

\

These "paintings" are the crea
tion of nature several hundred mil

lion years ago, formed by fossils
of ancient algae. Such marble was
first discovered and quarried' in
what is now the Tali Pai Autono

mous Prefecture in the Tientsang
Mountains of Yunnan province,
and all marble has come to be
known in Chinese as "Tali stone".
18
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Quarrfin?.

CutliDg (o required size.

Sawine into slabs.

Folisbing.

Today highways wind up the

Many of the machine operators

marble slabs have been exported to

mountains to the quarries and the

are young women of the Pai

Japan, Australia, Southeast Asia

sound of pneiunatic drills fills the

nationality. The factory sent them

air.

for training to Peking, Shanghai

and Africa. Wine cups, vases,
ashtrays and other household
articles of it are sold as far away
as Europe and the Americas.

Cranes and trucks move the

huge blocks — it used to take

and other places. Fifty percent of

dozens of men two weeks to carry

the factory's 360 workers are of the

one

Pai nationality, and over 200 are
young people.

down. New

housing

has

replaced the cave dwellings of the
workers and their families.

In a bright and spacious shop a
huge crane brings a roughly-hewn
marble block to the electric saw

which cuts 60 slabs a day. It used

to take 10 days to cut one slab by

The factory's 1975 output was 25
times that at the beginning. It now

produces 50 separate products com
pared to 10 then.
Tali marble is used in the Great

One kind of Tali marble is pure
white and known as Tientsang
Mountain White Jade. State invest

ment last year will facilitate
quarrying large quantities of it. By

combining the characteristics of
both painting and traditional sculp

king Hotel in the capital, as well as

ture from this marble, artists have
created many works with unique

for monuments in the Chingkang

national style. The sculpture "Pai

equipped with water-screen dust

Mountains, cradle of the Chinese

Militiawomen" and the

precipitators. In another shop the

revolution, and at Loushankuan

slabs are polished mirror-smooth
by grinding machines.

and Tsunyi on the route of the
Long March. In recent years Tali

marble screen "Fishing Song on
Erhai Lake" vividly reflect the new

hand. Another machine cuts the

slabs into the required shapes in a
few seconds.

SEPTEMBER I97G

All machines are

Hall of the People and the new Pe

painted

spirit of the Pai nationality in Tali.
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THE RESULTS OF SELF-RELIANCE

300-Megawatt Generator
The steam turbine which drives the new 300-Mw generator
being assembtccl at the Shanghai Steam Turbine Plant.

The big generator in operation.

fJpHE 300-megawatt (300,000-kw)
steam turbogenerator in the
Wangting Power Plant on the bank
of the Grand Canal in the east

China province of Kiangsu is the
country's largest. The generator,
designed

and

manufactured

in

China, has a water-cooled rotor

II

and stator, a new technique first
successfully used by Chinese work

ers, and intermediate reheating of
the steam in the high-temperature,

high-pressure boiler. The blades on
the turbine are of a new Chinese

design. Altogether 861 new prod
ucts were used in the auxiliary
machinery and equipment.

Work on the Wangting plant

began in June 1973.

Since the

generator went into operation in
September 1974 it has gradually
achieved safe, smooth operation

and output has continually in
creased.

The generator represents a new

level in the development of China's
power industry and design and
manufacture of big power plant
equipment and demonstrates her
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

f

The turbogenerator has its own built-in automatic

inspection system, shown above in the control room.

the locality. In a burst of revolu

ability to produce such equipment

Before the cultural revolution

in complete sets. It reflects new

Liu Shao-chi and Teng Hsiao-

tionary energy the project was

technical levels reached by her

ping promoted a counter-revolu

metallurgical, electric machinery

tionary revisionist line, saying it

completed in just 15 months, a
record for power plant construction

and meter-instrument industries.

was better to buy machines than to

in China.

make them. In the cultural rev

olution, initiated and led by Chair

Last year, under the influence of
Teng Hsiao-ping's Right devia-

man Mao himself, the workers

tionist attempt to reverse correct

criticized the revisionist line. They

verdicts, some people used im

won approval to make the 300-Mw

perfections in the trial operation

generator set.

to attack the generator unit and

Before liberation China had no

generating

equipment

industry.

Even pipes and bolts for small

plants had to be imported. The
generating capacity of the entire

country was only 1,850 Mw. The
A three-way combination group

try to stop production of others.

total for Shanghai, China's biggest

city, was less than 300 Mw, mainly
in imperialist-controlled plants.

with workers as the main force and

The workers, knowing that these

including cadres and technicians

After liberation, imperialists, revi

went to work in the revolutionary

tried to cripple China's industrial

spirit of daring to create and to
scale the heights and finally pro

development by a blockade, but she

duced the gigantic generator set.

smashed this by following Chair

They utilized more than 2,000 new

man Mao's revolutionary line of

products, materials, techniques and

independence and self-reliance.

processes.

sionists

and

other

reactionaries

China set up her own generating

equipment industry and it de
veloped rapidly. The first 6-Mw

were only part of the normal
period of adjustment in getting a
big generator unit working, kept
it running. With support from
the Shanghai Municipal Com
munist Party Committee they

strengthened inspection and tried
in every way to improve their
work.

Within a bit more than a

year the performance of the unit

Work began on building the plant
and installing the equipment, with

had reached its designed standard.

aid from the commune members in

"Teng Hsiao-ping didn't want us to
take the road of developing our

steam turbogenerator was produced
* Inner water-cooling of rotor and stator

own industry," the workers said

in Shanghai in 1955, the first steam
turbogenerator with inner water-

is accomplished by water running through

cooled rotor and stator* during the

is 50 times as effective as outer air-cooling

proudly. "But we'll make more
generator sets and bigger and

and 13 or 13 times as effective as outer
hydrogen cooling.

better ones."

great leap forward of 1958.SEPTEMBER 1976

the hollow copper wire with which the
rotor and stator are wound. This method
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THE CULTURAL REV

CHANGES A COUNT
Staff Reporter

'T^ HIS YEAR the threshing floors
in

Huihsien county, Honan

province, were covered with piles
of grain before the harvest. These
past few years the crop has been

their leaders criticized the revi

sionist line and placed their feet
more firmly on the socialist road.
Led by the county Party com
mittee, in the past few years its

so good that the people still had
a lot of grain left over in their

560,000 people have set and com

homes. They thought they'd better
bring it out to the threshing floor
to sun. For once-impoverished,
mountainous, drought-prone Hui
hsien this is a big change.

change their mountain villages.

Seventy percent of Huihsien in
the Taihang Mountains in that part

pleted one task after another to
The tiny plots scattered over the

slopes have been turned into ter
raced fields, the stony gullies into
green cropland. Reservoirs and
winding channels form an irriga
tion network on the slopes. High

of Honan north of the Yellow River

ways snake up the forested moun
tains and span the deep chasms

is mountainous.

over stone-arch bridges.

Before liberation

oppression and exploitation by the
reactionary ruling classes and

drought almost every year kept the
people impoverished. After the
People's Republic was founded in
1949, land reform followed and

production developed in the mu
tual-aid teams and then agricul
tural
producers'
cooperatives.

Collective production began to ac

Finding Out the Needs
In the cultural revolution the

They began work in .the winter of
1967 with an investigation of local
conditions in preparation for draw

ing up a plan for changing the
county.

On foot, carrying their

set up in 1958, but this was slowed

bedrolls on their backs, the mem
bers toured the area, stopping
often to work with commune pro

down when Liu Shao-chi promoted
his san zi yi bao' set of measures
encouraging the commune mem

duction teams. Walking at the
head was Cheng Yung-ho, a vet
eran of 30 years of revolutionary

celerate after the communes were

bers to go back to individual farm

work, who is county Party secre

ing.

tary and chairman of the revolu
tionary committee.

In the proletarian cultural

revolution launched by Chairman

y-

county got a new group of leaders.

Mao in 1966 Liu Shao-chi's bour

munist Party, and later a second

Climbing the precipices and
making their way along the narrow

such led by Lin Piao, were smash

trails was a sharp reminder of the

geois headquarters inside the Com

ed.

The people of Huihsien and

* See footnote on p. 13.
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The dam for the Stone Gate
reservoir under construction.

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

A member of Ihe county Par
ty committee cutting stone.

difficulty the peasants had when
traveling anywhere in their moun

tains.

Carrying

their

drinking

water from a long distance away

on shoulder poles brought home to
them again the area's crying need
for water. "Our people's govern
ment has been set up for 18 years
now," thought Cheng Yung-ho,
"yet why are things here still the
way they were, while the Tachai

brigade, also in the Taihang Moun
tains, has made such a big change
in transforming nature?" The key
to the problem, he realized, was
that

the

Tachai

leaders

had

stood against the revisionist line.

But here people in the lead, and
himself too, for he had been a
leader before the cultural revolu

tion, had been poisoned by Liu
Shao-chi's revisionist idea of "join

ing the Party to become an offi
cial". Instead of going down to the
countryside they had been sitting
in offices in town. They hadn't
known the real needs of the peas
ants so they hadn't led them to

fight hard to overcome their un
favorable natural conditions.
He recalled with remorse how

during the cultural revolution an
old poor peasant had criticized
some of the former county lead-

SEFTEMBER 1976
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ers. "In the old days," he had said,

The visitors were deeply moved.

All the 300 stonecutters in the

"you fled famine and begged in the
streets as we did, were oppressed
and exploited as we were and with

In the past county leaders had

county went to work on the job,

spent considerable effort in the

us fought the Japanese invaders

grain and money and in dry times

but they were far from enough.
Party secretary Cheng Yung-ho
led 27 other county and commune

and Chiang Kai-shek. But now
you have become officials, over
lords, and go places in cai-s. You're

they had even come to carry water,

leaders to help.

but they had never fundamentally

month they had mastered the skill.

solved the mountain people's prob

In the test given them, Cheng

not making the revolution

but

lem. Now they realized that the

placed third.

muddling along. Here we are still

Party's concern for the masses

carrying everything on shoulder

should be shown by organizing

peasants

them to build socialism and end

something new brought about by

poverty

the cultural revolution. With such

poles over mountain paths or stony
riverbeds where even a handcart

can't go. Is this the way you are
continuing the revolution for which
countless people gave their lives?"
Deep in the mountains the county

mountain areas distributing relief

and

backwardness,

as

Chairman Mao teaches.

In less than a

"Leaders chiselling stone!" the
commented.

"This

is

people leading the way, you can

be sure our place will change."
The First Reservoir

Soon a large number of others had
learned to cut stone. Construction

Early in 1968, after four largescale investigations, the county
leaders set as their goal: water,
roads and electricity for the moun
tain villages in 1969.

could be built.

was seriously ill he wouldn't stop.
He had died not long before. His

Water was the first problem to
be solved. Six thousand people
from the communes pooled their

time as on the reservoir. The hard

last words were, "I've not finished

efforts to cut stone blocks and dam

long "Old Man that Removed the

the task of building fields and
planting trees. You must carry on.
This is what the Party wants us to

a I'iver to form

Mountains" Tunnel through which
a two-lane highway would pass.

do."

mountain area.

leaders learned about Yuan Chia-

ching.

He was an old peasant, a

hired hand in his youth, who for
20 years had built walls across the
mountain gullies and collective
fields behind them. Even when he

the 14 million-

cubic-meter Chenchiayuan reser

voir. It collects runoff from a large

moved swiftly and when the -dam

was finished other irrigation works

Roads for the Mountains

Work on roads began at the same

est job was drilling the 800-meter-

It had to be made on a grade, with
one end 21 meters higher than the

other. As the county had no high
Cheng xune-ho

way department tunneling tech
nicians, the leaders asked Shih

Pao-ching,

a

40-year-old

road

maintenance worker, to learn from
tunnelers in the water conservation

department and design the project.
"Can an ordinary workman design
such a long tunnel?" one man

scoffed. "He'll end up with two
tunnels side by side or one on top
of the other."

"Get along with that stuff!" was
Shih Pao-ching's reaction. "Not

trusting or relying on the masses
is the revisionist line. With Chair

man Mao's revolutionary line to

guide us there's no difficulty we
can't overcome." He accepted the

responsibility, learned

what he

needed to know and consulted with

other peasant builders.
They used a carpenter's spirit
level and a basin of water to check

the slope for the tunnel. They had
26
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no surveying instrument so they

kept the tunnel straight using three
marking sticks in a row. Starting
from both ends simultaneously, the
builders

completed

the

r

entire

tunnel in two years and eight
months. With three other tunnels

along the route it enables a high
way to pass from the central part

of the county to its formerly inac
cessible northern part. Incorpo
rated in the tunnel is a channel

which brings wa1;er from the Chenchiayuan reservpir down to the
hilly region in the county center.
Later 35 kilometers of high-tension
lines were put up.
In June 1969 the mountain folk

gathered to celebrate the realiza
tion of their dream — water, roads
and electricity in their home vil

C Z-

lages. Soon the 1,050-m. Friend
ship Tunnel and yet another, the
1,400-m. Hsiangyang Tunnel, were
drilled to facilitate more highways.
Locally-built Factories
A commune all-glrls' team have aislinguishcd them

Now, with water, many com

munes and brigades were sure of
getting a harvest, but the rise in
output was not striking. Why?
The commune members analyzed

selves at stone cutting, tunnel drilling and bridge building.

yuan, which the coimty, communes

ers are applying 10 times as much

and brigades could borrow.

chemical fertilizer as they were a
decade ago.

the problem and concluded,"Water

Since the Huihsien people knew

determines whether or not we have

a harvest, but fertilizer determines

nothing about designing or build
ing a chemical fertilizer factory,

Expanding Farmland

whether it is big or small." The
county Party committee then

they sent representatives to other
places to learn how. What about

two large stretches of stony river

decided to build a small chemical

building materials? There was no

beds.

fertilizer plant by relying on local
resources. They also had to solve

stainless steel for the absorption

The third task was to transform
Members of the Paishihtou

the problem of raw material and

in

fuel

someone said. "How about using

commune located at the top end of
a stony gully had long wanted to
transform this dry riverbed into
farmland. Such a project could

that instead?"

Chemical analysis

only be undertaken by collective

plant, a small coal mine to solve

showed his suggestion was prac
ticable. Six of the county's 26

ed by ideas of individual farming

the first two problems and a rail

communes cooperated in putting

promoted by Liu Shao-chi. After

line.

up nine absorption towers, each

this revisionist line was criticized

15 m. high and 4 m. in diameter.

during the cultural revolution, the
people renewed their enthusiasm
for collective production and in

and

their transport.

The

Party committee set another task:
to

build

the

chemical fertilizer

But where was the money to
come from? On the principle that
"it will belong to everybody so let
everybody contribute", the county
leaders called on the people to be
thrifty and put their savings into
the local credit cooperatives. With
in a year the savings in these funds
totalled

more

SEPTEMBER 1976

than

2.8

million

towers. "We've got lots of granite

of

these

Taihang

Mountains,"

Today the factory has two sets
equipment for synthesizing

ammonia.

Its 1975 output was

18i200 tons. In the last few years
the county and communes built
some phosphate fertilizer factories.
The coal mine and railway were

also completed. The county's farm

effort, but this had been hamper

answer to the Party committee's
call began the project.
After the Paishihtou commune

began working, the Hundred
Springs commune lower' down the
gully also plunged into the job.
27

Working from both ends, they
created more than 300 hectares of

area enclosed. After several years
of such hard work they had 1,000

stopping. "Chairman Mao teaches
us that 'water conservation is the

hectares of neat fields, crisscrossed

lifeline of agriculture'," they said.

In the winter of 1972, soon after
work had begun there, Cheng

by green shelter belts and stone-

"There's still much to be done.'!

lined water channels, and with

Yung-ho and other leaders and
office workers joined people from
several
communes, altogether
10,000 strong, on another worksite.

When they returned from Tachai
the county Party committee an

More Water Conservation Works

farmland.

new villages among the trees.

nounced a fourth task: build more

The victory over this huge stony

water conservation works.

It was winter, 1973. Work start

It was a 6,600-hectare stony ex

expanse made some people com

ed simultaneously on four big res

panse left by ancient mud and
stone flows. Blasting the huge
boulders to pieces, carrying the
smaller stones away from the sur
face they dug down a full meter.
They used the smaller stones to

placent. The county Party com
mittee, however, had another view.

brigade, the national model for
agriculture. There they were im

ervoirs. A year later two of them
were completed. One of them
alone, the Stone Gate reservoir,
with a capacity of 30 million cubic
meters, enabled them to add 4,600

build low walls and carried earth

pressed by Tachai's spirit of con

from a great distance to fill in the

tinuing the revolution

They arranged for county and com
mune leaders to visit the Tachai

without

hectares to the irrigated area.
To make full use of the Stone
Gate

reservoir

and

conduct its

water to the mountains in the east

ern part of the county, a 62-kilo
Products of the Huihsien Chemical Fertilizer Factory.

meter trunk completely lined with

stone was begun in the autumn of
1975.

It was finished by early

April 1976. On its way eastward

it links up with many other reser
voirs.

In their 10-year struggle against
the revisionist line, the people of
Huihsien have built all sorts of
small-scale
works — 34

water

conservation

medium-sized

and

small reservoirs, 880 storage ponds,
23 wells created by damming
underground streams and

5,300

wells with pumps. Their stone and
cement-lined channels total 3,500
km.

More

water

conservation

works and electric lines continue
to be built.

Rejoicing in what they have ac
complished in the decade since the

cultural revolution began, the peo
ple of Huihsien are criticizing
Teng Hsiao-ping for slandering it
by saying that "the present is not
as good as the past".

"In our county, the past meant
drought almost every year," they

say. "Today water channels sur
round our villages, trucks climb up

our slopes, electric lights glow deep
in the mountain valleys and we

grow several times as much grain
as before. Our life is getting better

every year. Facts speak louder
than words."
CHINA RECONSTIIUCTS
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A Crucible for ReYoiutionaries
The National Institute of the Peasant

Movement in Kwangchow
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Today the National Instiluie of the Peasant Movement is a museum.

A HALF CENTURY ago during

trees shaded the courtyards, Today

ary

the First Revolutionary Civil

a memorial museum, it was then a

united front. The front accelerated

War (1924-27) Chairman Mao ran

crucible for tempering vanguard
fighters of the proletariat.

worker and peasant movements
across the country.

the National Institute of the Peas

anti-imperialist,

anti-feudal

ant Movement in Kwangchow
(Canton), a crucial five-month
school for training organizers for
the surging peasant movement. It

In 1923, after its Third National
Congress the Chinese Communist

arouse them and provide better
leadership, Chairman Mao went to

Background

The peasants were the main force
of the democratic revolution.

To

was housed in a number of ancient

Party helped Sun Yat-sen reorga

the countryside of Hsiangtan and

green-tiled buildings surrounded
by vermilion walls with carved

nize the Kuomintang, brought
about Kuomintang-Communist co

other counties in Hunan province
in spring 1925 and made a first

stone arches at the entrance.' Tall

operation and formed a revolution

hand investigation of conditions.
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He helped organize peasant associa
tions and promoted the peasant
movement. The experience helped
him analyze how the proletariat
should lead the peasants in the rev
olution.

As the revolution developed
swiftly, the struggle for leadership
in the united front between the

bourgeoisie and the proletariat be
came sharper. Rightists in the Kuomintang, scheming to seize the

leadership of the revolution, attack
ed the proletariat and tried to break

up the front. Right opportunists
in the Communist Party headed by
Chen Tu-hsiu sided with the bour

geoisie and made themselves a

It was necessary to maintain the
proletariat's leadership of the rev
olution and expand its forces.
Chairman Mao contributed by turn
ing the peasant institute opened in
July 1924 for training peasant

rural education and geography.
Explaining basic ideas in his
Analysis of the Classes in Chinese

try. He was appointed director. In
May 1926 there were 327 students
from 20 provinces and regions.

ed out: "Wlio are our enemies?
Who are our friends? This is a

The militant proletarian nature
of the institute could be seen in

the kinds of students it enrolled,

the aim of the school, the teaching
content and method, and its style

the peasants' revolutionary strug
gle, calling the peasant movement
"going too far" and "terrible".
Thus they capitulated to the Kuo
mintang Rightists, attacked the

Communist Party: Chou En-lai,

revolution and tried to keep the
masses from rising.

First in importance was the study

Hsiao Chu-nu, Peng Pai, and Yun
Tai-ying.
Class Struggle First

«

*

IT

+.
n

•K

of Marxism-Leninism which would

f

,

M

;

B

friends from real enemies he made

a deep Marxist analysis of the eco
nomic position and political atti
tude

of each

of the

different

classes in Chinese society.
Speaking of the relations be
nese society, he compared them to
a pagoda. Pointing to one he drew
workers, peasants and petty bour
geoisie were the foundation of the
pagoda.
They were the most
numerous, most oppressed and ex

; ;

■ /

the very top were the imperialists.

i- i

>

Above them were the warlords. At
I

it
1 a

u

To show the stu

to distinguish real

top of them were the landlord and
comprador classes. There were not
so many of them. Next up were
the corrupt officials, local tyrants
and evil gentry. They were few.

'!• • •

It

. .t
If

dents how

ploited, and Mved the hardest life.
The story weighing down right on

' ft

•It

question of the first importance for
the revolution."

on the blackboard he said that the

i:
n

Society, Chairman Mao first point

tween the different classes in Chi

Pamphlets o( The Peasant Problem
series edited by Chairman Mao.

a

uppermost in his mind as he lectur

ed on the peasant problem in China,

movement organizers for Kwang-

of life. Its teachers included some
of the finest cadres of the Chinese

3

the theory of class struggle and
help them develop a proletarian
outlook. Chairman Mao kept this

tung province into a school for
training cadres for the whole coun

mouthpiece of the Kuomintang
Rightists. They would not support

«

give the students a grounding in '

'M

■ e

1m

.A

While the exploiting classes were
fierce, Chairman Mao pointed out,

their numbers were very small.
•• ii '

Unity is strength, he said, a
single chopstick can be broken
easily, a bundle of chopsticks can
Marxist-Loniiust works read by the students.

not. As long as the laboring masses
unite and struggle, they can throw

off the layers weighing them down.
In easy-to-understand language
he used the information he collect

ed from his own investigations and

analyzed even more specifically the
peasants' role in the Chinese rev
olution.

The landlords' land and

other property did not drop from
the skies but was accumulated by

exploiting the tenant-peasants and
hired laborers. The peasants toiled

the year round yet never had

enough to eat. When they could
no longer bear this workhorse life
they would rise in revolution. Since
peasants accounted for 80 percent
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS
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of the population, they were the
main force in the Chinese revolu
tion. This revolution would be vic

torious only when the peasants
were led by the proletariat.

Graphic pictures and analysis
based on real life helped the stu

dents get a clear understanding
that "oui enemies are ail those in

league

with

imperialism — the

warlords, the bureaucrats, the com

prador class, the big landlord class
and the reactionary section of the
intelligentsia attached to them. The
leading force in our revolution is
the industrial proletariat. Our
closest friends are the entire semi-

proletariat and petty bourgeoisie.
As for the vacillating middle bour

geoisie, their right-wing may be
come our enemy and their leftwing may become our friend — but
we must be constantly on our guard

Chairman Mao's office and bedroom.

and not let them create confusion
within our ranks." For the stu

dents Chairman Mao's explanations
clarified the nature, target, motive
force, task and future of the rev
olution.

New Way of Teaching

The institute's teaching method
was designed to develop the stu
dents' initiative

and

encourage

them to think for themselves.

It

tied classroom instruction to actual

class struggles in society. By guid
ing students in critical appraisals

of traditional thinking, it helped
them solve personal philosophical

problems.

resources and products of the dif
ferent provinces, students learned
about the general political and
economic conditions, the relations
between different classes in the

countryside, and how the impe
rialist powers were trying to carve

up China. The knowledge helped
toward an understanding of the
absolute necessity of struggle

against feudalism and imperialism.
Marxist-Leninist works were re

quired reading, supplemented by

In the course on rural education,

for example, the students were
helped to see that the 2,000-yearold Confucian idea that "all occupa
tions are lowly, only book-learning
ranks high" was a prop to uphold
reactionary rule.
In the

The geography course was tied
to the current political struggle. In
addition to the physical features,

countryside

the

most

numerous were the "lowly" people,
the poor and oppressed 95 percent.
The "high-ranking" people, the
rich and idle who oppressed others,
were only 5 percent. Reactionary

progressive books and periodicals.
The teacher would first list ques
tions on the important parts of each
book.

The students then read the

relevant parts and found the an
answers, made necessary correc

tions and posted them on the wall
for everyone to read and refer to
in correcting their own answers.
To apply theory to practice, stu
dents were organized into 13 groups

by regions and the problems they
studied included land rents and

rural education was to educate the

local landlord-government armed
forces, rural organizations, the

of their plight and arouse them to
revolutionary action.
SEPTEMBER 1976

The Peasant Problem, a guide for
study and later work in the peas
ant movement.

Examinations were designed to
stimulate thinking. Questions were
handed to the students beforehand

— How badly were peasants in cer
tain places being exploited? How
were they organizing to fight ex
ploitation?

How should one look

at the Kuomintang Rightists' sabo
tage of the Kuomintang-Communist
united front? Students looked up
materials, discussed among them
selves and found the answers.
Militant Life

The necessity of armed struggle
was stressed in both theory and
practice.

swers. The teacher selected the best

ruling classes through the ages had
preached this idea simply to keep
the "lowly" down. Ilie task of
"lowly", the actual tillers of the
land, help them understand the root

as a series of pamphlets called

their origin, land taxes, the strug

gle to reduce or abolish rents, the

position of women. Students wrote
reports of their investigations.
These were edited and published

Analyzing the past and present
of the Chinese revolution. Chair

man Mao had pointed out that this
was a class war pitching sword

against sword and rifle against rifle.
The peasants had to have their own
armed forces or they would surely
be butchered. The road for the
Chinese revolution therefore was

the

seizure

of

political

power

through armed force.
Chou En-lai lectured on military

affairs and the peasant movement.

He explained the relations between
armed struggle and the peasant
31

Leninism helped them learn to keep

to the correct political orientation
in a life of hard struggle.
The optimism of, revolutionaries
prevailed in the institute, Students
learned revolutionary songs, paint
ed propaganda posters and went in

for sports. Saturday evenings they
gathered in the courtyard and sang
songs or operas from their native
places.
Practice in Revolution

The institute made society its

classroom and arranged for its stu

dents to take a direct part in the
'
Lecture ball.

actual struggles of the time against

imperialism and feudalism.
On the first anniversary of the

June 23, 1925 Massacre* the whole
movement in terms of real life in

cidents, thus helping students un
derstand Chairman Mao's military
thinking.

Today rows of gleaming rifles
are displayed in rooms that were
once

the

students' dormitories.

Military training was guided by a
special department and took up a

At Chairman Mao's suggestion
the institute's general affairs de
partment was assisted in its work
by a student committee for the
management of food.

The dormitories, though narrow,
were neat and orderly. Students
wove their own straw sandals,
mended their own clothes, copied

life was organized along military

or mimeographed their own study
materials. They ate plainly and

lines witli military officers in

spent the rest of their food budget

charge. The bugle began the day

on revolutionary books and period
icals. A better grasp of Marxism-

third of the course time. Everyday

at dawn. Students put on their uni

institute went out and joined in a

demonstration against imperialism.

In

the shimmering

heat they

marched with red flags, shouting,

"Down with imperialism!" "Take
• On May 30, 1925 British police shot and
killed people in an anti-imperialist
demonstration on Nanking Road in

Shanghai.

Immediately

%vorkers

in

Kwangchow and Hongkong led by the
Communist Party went on a protest strike.
A hundred thousand workers, peasants and
students in Kwangchow marched on June

23 shouting "Down with imperialism!"
and "Abolish unequal treaties!" British
and French imperialists opened fire on
the demonstrators, killing 50 and wound
ing 170.

forms, shouldered their rifles and
marched to the drill ground sing

students' dormilory.

ing "Down with the Imperialist
Powers!" They learned the skills
necessary to armed struggle, took
turns at sentry and patrol duties,

practiced emergency muster and
night fighting. Eventually they had
range practice in the grounds of
an arsenal outside Kwangchow.
Plain Life

An austere life in the institute

prepared the students for the trials
and adverse circumstances inevi
table in their future work. Chair

man Mao insisted on the principle

of diligence and thrift in everyday
life and set an example with his
• own conduct. A small plain room
east of the main courtyard was his
office and bedroom — a simple bed
of wooden boards over which hung

a mosquito net, two bamboo cases
at the foot of the bed, a plain desk
and an old bookshelf.
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back the foreign concessions!" Con
tingents from all directions merged

groups and went into different vil
lages where they visited local peas

and moved in one mighty current

ant associations, lived and worked

toward the site where the massacre

with the poor peasants. They learn

had occurred a year before. For

ed much about political and eco

the students it was an experience

nomic conditions before and after

to remember.

the forming of the associations,

On another occasion the students

went to a public trial of tyrant
landlords held by the peasant as
sociations of Kwangtung province.
In mid-course some of the stu

dents spent a week in the Shaokuan

how they functioned, how they

struggled against the tyrant land
lords. Theory was fleshed out with

STAMPS OF
NEW CHINA
r' Cadre School

The Ministry of Posts and Telecom

munications of the People's Republic
of China issued on May 7,1976 a set of three

dents now had a better idea of the

stamps to commemorate the tenth anniver
sary of Chairman Mao's May 7 Directive.
The stamps honor the broad masses of

importance of the peasantry as the

cadres who go to the "May 7" Cadre School,

the reality of class struggle. Stu

main force of the revolution.

countryside of northern Kwang

named after the directive, and study and
work there. This helps them get rid of
bureaucratic tendencies and become more

tung learning about the local peas

Sparks into Flame

ant movement. Just before grad

politically conscientious and vigorous.
Stamp 1. An old, middle-aged and a

By September 1926 the nation
wide struggle against imperialism

studying the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin,

and feudalism was moving toward

revolutionary cadres it is the fundamental

uation all the students went to

young cadre discuss their experience in
Stalin and Chairman Mao.

In training

Haifeng county where the peasant
movement was progressing vigor
ously. This was the home of Peng

a high tide. The institute's grad

Pai, Communist Party member and

places they had come from and

mon, dull green, deep purple, blue and ver

teacher at the institute who had led

started work, applying theory to
to train local organizers, some went

Stamp 2. Cadres, sickles in hand, against
a background of ripened wheat, going out
to harvest.
They become closer to the

among villages as Party represent

working hard, according to the revolution

the peasant movement in this
county shortly after the birth of
the Communist Party in 1921. By

1926 peasant associations in Hai

uates returned at once to the

action. Some ran similar institutes

task of the "May 7" Cadre School to raise
its members' Marxist-Leninist level. Sal
milion.

woridng

people by living

feng had 250,000 members and

atives to mobilize more people to

ary tradition.

join the movement.

and sage-green.

their own self-defense corps.

Chairman Mao's revolutionary line,

Guided by

simple and

Yellow, salmon, blue, drab

Peng Pai gave the students a

a nationwide peasant movement

Stamp 3. Cadres learn from an old poor
peasant.
Cadres in the school spend a
period of time in nearby commune villages

general picture of the peasant

centered around Hunan province

to receive re-education by poor and lower-

movement in the county. Associa

was rising like a storm, shattering
the privileges the feudal landlords
had enjoyed for thousands of years,

middle peasants. Turquoise-green, salmon,
ultramarine, olive-yellow and drab.
On a red strip at the bottom of every
stamp are the Chinese characters "Posts

an invaluable contribution to the
First Revolutionary Civil War.

and

tion leaders talked about outstand

ing people and incidents and pre
sented a summary of their experi
ence. Then the students split into

Telecommunications

of

China".

Beneath this in black characters, "May 7
Cadre School".

The three stamps are of 8 fen deno
mination and measure 31 X 52 mm. Perf.

11,5. Color photogravured. Serial numbers:
J.9

What Readers Hove Been Asking For -■

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS language Corner'
lessons in book iorm

CHINESE FOR BEGINNERS
* The series of 24 lessons which appeared in CHINA RECONSTRUCTS be
tween July 1972 and December 1973.

• How to say it in Chinese tought through simple dialogues and stories,
presenting a systematic introduction In English to pronunciation, grammar
and sentence structure.

Vocobulory list.

' This book is used as a text for "Learn to Speok Chinese", the new pro

gram begun In August on Rodio Peking's English-language broadcasts.
208 pages

paperback

13X18 cm.

Published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking, China
Distributed by GuotI Shudian (China Publications Center),
Peking, China

Order from your local dealer or write direct to the Moll

Order Dept., Guoil Shudian, P. O, Box 399, Peking, China
NOTE: A set of two 25 cm. 33'/;: rpm records containing on introduction

to Chinese pronunciotlon and the texts of the lessons read in standard
Chinese are also available.
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(3-1 to 3-3).

Panda Radios

HUNG PO

CHINA'S giant panda is the trade

On January 11, 1956, Chairman

1975 output of its main production

mark of radios made by the

Mao, great leader of the Chinese

had increased 13.3 times and labor

Nanking Radio Factory — radios
very different from the Philco
radio this same factory used to

people, visited the Nanking Radio
Factory. He praised the workers

productivity 100 percent. Its 1975

for sticking to the policy of self-

than 1974.

assemble before liberation.

reliance in design and manufacture.
This fired the workers with a de

Lao Huang, a worker in the fac

termination to put out more and

tory before liberation, is chairman

better products to serve the social

of the revolutionary committee.

ist motherland.

"All our factory did in the old

days," he told me, "was assemble

raios with U.S. parts for the Philco
Company and sell them in China.
The factory was set up by Kuomintang bureaucrat-capital. We

That was the year they designed
and produced the first Panda radio.

and make Chinese radios — only a

To serve its customers better, the
factory's workers, leaders and tech

nical personnel regularly travel to
factories, mines, communes, fron
tier posts and minority nationality
areas to collect opinions from the
workers, peasants and soldiers.

Since then, design and quality have

Their demands are met with better

constantly improved so that Panda

quality and low prices.

radios are one of the most popular
in the country.

with

workers called the radios 'slave

models with foreign parts and
foreign style'. We wanted to design

output value was 9 percent more

A radio

high sensitivity and good

performance was made especially
for the soldiers and civilians of the

Development

During the cultural revolution

border regions. The factory takes

great pains to raise quality and

and the movement.criticizing Lin
Piao and Confucius, workers of the

lower the cost.

to avoid using a part costing a few

one. But it had to be sent to the

factory repudiated the revisionist
line aimed at restoring capitalism
in China. The workers' experience
in the class struggle and the strug

Philco Company for approval and,
of course, it was turned down. The

gle between the bourgeois and the
proletarian lines greatly raised

factory was a typical colonial

their political consciousness. They
took on a greater role as masters
of the factory. Their growing en

dream in semi-colonial and semifeudal China. Once a Chinese en

gineer designed a case which
looked better than the imported

enterprise."

After Nanking was liberated in

April 1949, workers became mas
ters in the factory. Now led by the
Communist Party and Chairman

Mao, they produced the Red Star
radio

and

other

new

products

needed by the country with mate
rials and parts made in China.

thusiasm for socialism released
their initiative and caused a move
ment for technical innovation.

Production pushed forward.

Sometimes hun

dreds of circuit tests are made just
cents or a fraction of a cent.

"The changes from assembling
Philcos to making Pandas," Chair
man Lao Huang said, "made us see
that revolution can change every

thing.

Once the people become

masters of their own fate and rely

on their own strength, they can
create anything."
A New Trail

In the assembly shop I saw

During the ten years since the

workers in white overalls at their

cultural revolution began in 1966,
the factory put out four times as
many varieties of transistor radios

jobs on the assembly line. Red and
green indicator lights blinked.

and increased their quantity 30

end of the line. During the cul

New Panda radios came off at the

Facing the imperialists' blockade,
they overcame the difficulties in
the spirit of self-reliance and hard

times. Radios are now made in

tural revolution 15 of the factory's

three classes and in cabinet, port

shops and sections joined in a cam

work.

able and pocket-size models. By

paign to improve the technology
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of the final assembly.

Without

raising the number of workers or
expanding the buildings, they were
able

to

increase

their

didn't

have

the

will

to

make

machines ourselves."

annual

assembly output 150 percent.

Seeing

trail. It would be hopeless if we

me study a standing

With the support of the factory

leadership, a campaign started.
The shop

making non-standard

wave soldering machine used on the
assembly line, a worker told me

semi-automatic

equipment was responsible for the

they had begun to make one in

and the tools shop for the end-

assembling

part

find the source. The shop leader
asked them to take a rest and settle

the problem afterwards. But after
he left they studied more material
in the library and asked veteran

workers and technicians to help.
Soon they solved the problem.
More than six months of hard

work produced China's first semi

1958 during the big leap forward.

cutting part. Workers in these two

automatic assembling and end-

The workers fought to get rid of

cutting machine. Tests proved its

by hand. But some of the leaders
were influenced by Liu Shao-chi's

shops went to the assembly shop
where they discussed drafts, decid
ed on design and trial-produced
the machine together with the
assembly workers. Most of them

design more rational and efficient
than the foreign machine which
some people had wanted to copy.
The cost was only one-sixth of the

revisionist line and did not believe

were master workmen with much

foreign

experience. Some were young
workers. Several young ones who

proudly said their machine had
"struck a blow for our country".

old stereotyped ideas and resolved
to do away with soldering the parts

in the creativity of the masses. On
the pretext that the workers' new

machine had some defects, they
stopped the experiments.

had come into the factory only in

During the cultural revolution

said, "Look at the fledglings! Just
learned to walk and now they want
to fly! They'll break their wings."

the workers and' technicians held

a meeting to criticize the revision

ist line right beside their new

model.

The

workers

Workers of the Nanking Radio

1970 worked on the key problem of

Factory are active in the current,

the electric circuit.

struggle to counterattack the Right

Conservatives

deviationist wind to reverse the
verdicts of the cultural revolution

stirred up by Teng Hsiao-ping, un

soldering machine. "Any new thing
takes time to be perfected," the

"Wings grow strong by flying!"

repentant capitalist-roader in the

the young workers answered. Red

workers said. "Whether to go
ahead or stop midway is a question

olution, they took difficulties as

Party. With proletarian indigna
tion and citing achievements in
their own factory, they criticize

of attitude toward new things. We

they came, learned while they

will go ahead."

worked, ate their meals and slept
in the shop during the 40 days of

Combining their revolutionary
spirit with a scientific attitude,
they studied 40,000 spots in some
200 transistor radios soldered with

the machine. Today the machine
has raised efficiency dozens of

Guards steeled in the cultural rev

the campaign.

Teng Hsiao-ping's servile philoso

phy of developing industry by
becoming dependent on importing
foreign technology and equipment.

They are firm in keeping on the

Once during a serial test some
trouble appeared in the circuit and

for over 20 hours they couldn't

road of self-reliance and maintain

ing the initiative in industrializa
tion as urged by Chairman Mao.

times.
\

But before soldering they still

The NaDkine Radio Factory assembly lioc. Technical in
novation has raised efficiency

more than 100 percent.

had to place the components on the

printed circuit by hand one by one
and after soldering cut the lead
ends with pliers. "This makes our
efficiency low and the process
makes us dizzy," the workers said.

1.'

l»

4

*

During the cultural revolution

when mental shackles were being
broken, the workers decided to

make a semi-automatic assembling
and end-cutting machine. Two
ways of looking at it came out:
design their own or copy foreign
ones.

The copyists said, "If we

fail, all we'll have is a heap of scrap
and lose more than we'll gain."
Most of the workers were for selfreliance.

"When we do our own

cooking," they said,"we have what
we like to eat.

When we build a

road, it goes where we want it to

go. Copying foreign machines will
make us dependent on foreign
countries.

We'll

SEPTEMBER 1976
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Gliding practice.

Sports

NATIONAL
An exhibition of national de
fense sports was given by 223
children and young people from 14
schools and places of work in Pe

king's West City District on May
8, With an audience of 12,000 en
thusiasts from schools and fac

tories, it was held on the No. 4
Middle School playing field.

Spectators were impressed by
the flying of model airplanes and
semaphore signaling by children
from primary schools and the
marksmanship of students from
four middle schools.

An exhibition by the district
amateur motorcycle squad—14

middle-school boys and girls (the
36

youngest girl 16) — provided many

socialist motherland, a state under

breathtaking moments. Fully arm

the dictatorship of the proletariat.

ed, on machines both with and
without sidecars, the riders raced

forward taking cover by leaning
low on one side, rounded hairpin

bends, changed riders without re
ducing speed, crossed single-plank

bridges, jumped ditches and passed
through fire. Roaring up a broken

bridge one meter wide and two
meters high, they soared across a

three-meter gap to the other side.
The

boldness

and

skill

of

the

cyclists won them continual bursts
of applause.

This two-hour performance was
only a small part of the mass-scale
national defense sports taking place
in China today.

There are land, sea and air
sports. Most widely practiced are

gliding, parachuting, riflery, radio,
motorcycling, the

building

and

control of model planes and ships,

diving, motorboating and sailing,
hiking, camping, and "three-anti"
(anti air raid, atomic and chemical
warfare) drills. Spare-time mili
tary sports schools and activity
centers have been set up in many

cities and villages throughout the
country.

Military-type sports are taught
in many primary and middle
schools and colleges. This field has

expanded rapidly since the be
ginning of the cultural revolution,

National defense sports have
developed under the guidance of

gradually acquiring a mass follow
ing among students and young

Chairman Mao's theories on peo

militia members.

ple's war with everyone a soldier,
and are an important part of his
revolutionary line in sports. These
activities educate the youth in pa
triotism and internationalism, raise

their ideological consciousness, get
them mentally prepared against
war and develop them physically.

They gain knowledge of military
skiUs and are prepared to join the

army and fight in defense of their
Motorcycle race

Constructing model planes and
boats is a favorite activity in
primary and middle schools. Many
amateurs can make simple models

FaracbuUng

and some can make those that are

Making model planes

radio-controlled. Experiments are

carried on using model planes to
aid production and national defense

W

construction. They are used as
targets, to make micro-meteoro
logical probes, in rainmaking and
to do aerial photography. Workers,
militia members and peasants
appreciate the benefit of such
activities.
One out of four of the students

at Shanghai's Chi-kuang Middle
School — 700 — make model planes
or boats. After visits to the city's

shipyards

they

choose

various

commercial and military vessels as
their models.

Sailing model ships

Over 1,000 model helicopters,

torpedo boats, radar sets and other
equipment made by Little Red
Guards were shown last year in an
exhibition on military science and
technology held at the Shuihsien
Primary School in the city of Luta,

Liaoning province. This school is
known for

its

national

defense

sports.

Gliding, as a preliminary to fly
ing, has created a reserve to be
trained as fliers for the country.

A dozen spare-time gliding schools
have been set up in various prov

inces and municipalities. Students

are periodically selected and en37
■«TEt
•fusr-'

But by relying on and mobilizing
the masses, it built 12 simple
ranges within a year, collected
rifles from grass-root units and

semaphore signaling and motor

trained over 50,000 people.

cycling.

In the first six months of this

Production and construction are

year, 2,000 students in Yuncheng
county, Shansi province, took part

also benefited by national defense
sports. Gliding and flying schools

in riflery training. Over 90 per

have sent planes to spray insecti

cent passed the test in aiming and

cides for the people's communes.

squeezing.

Riders'

rolled for short concentrated train

ing courses in which they master
the principles of gliding and
elementary flying techniques.
They thus acquire a good founda

tion for further flight training.
Parachute

training, especially

put on for the local people an ex

hibition of communications, model
plane flying, model ship sailing,

Of the 500 tested in

Divers trained in amateur sailing

firing with live ammunition, 305
qualified as ordinary marksmen.

schools in Chanchiang and other

Training in shooting on a mass

panies to repair ships, power com
panies to lay underwater cables,

places have helped shipping com

scale has produced many excellent
sharpshooters. Over the past two

communes to repair culverts, sluice

decades 22 of them have broken
13 world records 24 times.

also helped research units to collect

As a part of war preparedness

hydrological data. The Tsingtao
Sailing School has trained 280 peo
ple for the aquatic products com

almost all young people through

gates and leaks in dams. They have

out the country take part in cross
country hikes, camping and "threeanti" training. Students and office

pany in that city.

and factory workers frequently go

tional defense sports are shown in

The results of training in na

from towers, is given in more than
twenty cities. Worker militia and

on camping expeditions or marches

emergencies or when disaster relief

primary and middle school stu

— some lasting several days with

is needed.

tactical maneuvers included.

save Tientsin from inundation in

dents practice parachute jumping

During the battle to

August 1963, the city physical cul

in their spare time. A number
have been trained in making
jumps fully armed, with and with

maneuver last March 16,000 teach

bilized over 200 sailing, motor

out lighting at night, and in high

ers

middle

cycling and radio amateurs and

winds.

Amateur radio operation has
proved a good way to popularize
the study of radio technique. The
program includes the designing
and making of radios and training
in

the

basics of communication

On

a

and

one-day,
students

20-kilometer
from

ture and sports commission mo

schools and institutions of higher

coaches and two dozen sampans,

learning in the coal-mining city of
Fuhsin, Liaoning province, held

50

air-raid drills, crossed contaminat
enemy agents and made battlefield

fight the emergency. They contrib
uted to communications, transport
and the rescue of people trapped

rescues.

by the flood.

ed and blockade zones, captured

At the conclusion they

motorcycles and

two

dozen

walkie-talkie and radio stations to

such as transmitting and receiving

code messages. Since the begin
ning of the cultural revolution

Students assemble television sets at Shanghai's Chi-kuang Middle School.

radio has been given an important
place in the military-type sports
practiced in many primary and
middle schools. Large numbers of
students at Shanghai's Chi-kuang
Middle School and

Luta's Shui-

hsien Primary School take part in
radio communication. After train

ing and study, the overwhelming
majority have a preliminary grasp
of transmitting and receiving code
messages and can assemble four-

transistor

superheterodyne

ceivers. Some have learned
assemble TV sets.

re
to

Riflery has been widely develop
ed in both town and country.
Yenchi city, Kirin province, orig

inally had only a few rifles avail
able for training and no rifle range.
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Cultural Notes

GRAND SONGFEST

Two-thirds of the i8,ooo

paper flowers danced their way

workers, peasants and soldiers

into the arena to present a variety

^ Tsinghua universities sang

who filled Peking's Capital Sta
dium for a huge songfest one night
late in May were performers as

of numbers, they were joined by
the people in the stands in cheer
ing, "The Great Proletarian Cul

their

well as audience. Blocks of them,
distinguishable by the costumes
they wore, ringed the stands — the
worker-militia, rural commune

tural Revolution is fine!", the thou

Students". Speaking of what moved
them to write it, one singer said,

sands of voices rising and falling

"Before the cultural revolution in

like surging waves.

stitutes of higher learning such as
Peking and Tsinghua mainly served
the bourgeoisie, not us greasecovered workers and muddy-legged

members.

People's

Liberation

Army men and women and work
ers in industry, communications,
commerce and construction. There
were also students from universi

ties and primary and middle
schools, and professional theater
artists and musicians.

The event was part of the cele

bration for the tenth anniversary
of the beginning of the Great Pro
letarian

Cultural

Revolution.

It

was held on the 34th anniversary of
the publication of Chairman Mao's
Talks

at

the

Yenan

Literature and

Forum

on

Art. The songs

affirmed the achievements of the
cultural revolution and victories

scored in repulsing the Right deviationist attempt to reverse its

correct verdicts and criticized Teng
Hsiao-ping's

attempt to

restore

capitalism. The songfest was spon
sored by the Ministry of Culture
and the Peking Municipal Revolu
tionary Committee.
Among the more than 40 num

bers were choral works, singing in
unison, dramatized songs and kuai
ban, rhythmic recitations accom

panied by bamboo clappers or
drums and gongs. The whole pres
entation was an expression of the
masses' support for the cultural
revolution, the great political revo

lution now being carried out under
socialism by the proletariat against
the bourgeoisie and all other ex
ploiting classes.

A HIGH POINT of the evening
was

the

di-araatized

song,

"Unite Around the Party Central
Committee Headed by Chairman

CTUDENTS from Peking and
own

Glorious

song, "March

On,

Worker-Peasant-Soldier

peasants. The few who did get into

college were eventually driven out

Mao", at which all the lights went

by the bourgeois 'overlords'. The

up and singers in the costumes of

cultural revolution smashed the

China's
different
nationalities
marched hand in hand into the
arena behind red flags.

rule of the bourgeois intellectuals.

Chairman Mao's revolutionary line
and his instructions for the revolu
tion in education have made the life

In the song "Keep the Red Flag

we have today a reality. But the

Flying", thirty children from the
Hsissupei Primary School joined
other performers in describing the

struggle is still going on." In their

scene at their school on the eve

ning of April 7 after the announce
ment of the two resolutions by the

Communist Party Central Com

song they vowed: "Holding high
the red flag and shouldering our
responsibility, we are determined
to live up to the hopes of Chairman

Mao and the working class, fight

mittee appointing Hua Kuo-feng

the revisionist line and win still
greater victories in the revolution

First Vice-Chairman of the Central
Committee and Premier and dis

in education."

missing Teng Hsiao-ping from all
Party and non-Party posts. It tells
how pupils and teachers cheered

and Lower-middle Peasants Don't

The words to the song "The Poor
Believe in Evil Things" were

the resolutions and denounced the

written by Wei Wen-chung, an old

crimes of Teng Hsiao-ping and a

poor peasant in the Hsiaochin-

handful of class enemies with

chuang production brigade (see the

poems and big-character posters.
All the songs were written by
workers, peasants or soldiers. "The
Working Class Goes into Battle"
was by members of the amateur art

troupe of the Peking Leather Com
pany. Encouraged by the warm re

ception accorded their song, they
said they were ready to write more
and better songs "to bombard Teng

Hsiao-ping's revisionist line".

February 1975 issue of China Re
constructs), which had been attack

ed by Teng Hsiao-ping. The poem
criticized Teng with spirited words:
"We're not afraid of sinister winds,
you can't pour cold water on us....

Once we are on the revolutionary
road, even nine oxen can't drag us
off." The song was sung by a
chorus of 2,000 commune members.

A rhymed dialogue for choral

There were many songs in praise
of the new things that have

reading and a kuai ban, both accom
tableaus, described the

singing of "The East Is Red",
followed by symphonic pieces

emerged during the cultural revo
lution. Musical passages were terse

based on two of Chairman Mao's

clear-cut stand. They bore titles

poems, "Reascending Chingkangshan" and "Two Birds: A Dialogue"
{published in the April 1976 issue
of China Reconstructs).

Theoretical Contingent", "Socialist

militia, assisted by the people's
police and PLA guards, suppressing
the counter-revolutionary political
incident at Tien An Men Square
last April. They were "Fight to

The songfest opened with the

and forceful and the words had a

like "We Are the Working-class

panied by lively dances and vivid

Literature and Art Are in Full

Defend

Bloom","The Revolution in Health

Chairman

worker-

Mao and

the

As a group of worker-peasant-

Work Is Thriving" and "We Are

Party Central Committee", written
by a group from the Peking Gear

soldier performers holding • huge

the Promoters of the New Things".

Factory, and "Strike Back at the
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Dramalizccl song, "Unite Around the Party Cen
tral Committee Headed hy Chairman Mao".

Kuai

ban

recitation

"Strike

Back

at

the

Right

Dcviationist Attempt to Reverse Correct Verdicts".

Peasants

iA>r>'.iU-rx''.5piii."

rA'*'^'^V''M^^

Workers

At the sonsfest.

5

'^•S^'-Sj^W§

tmmm

fl

People's Liberation Army men and women.

Worker-militia

Schoolchildren

Right Deviationist Attempt to Re
verse Correct Verdicts" by people

from the Peking

Mining

Ad

ministration.

On the morning of April 5
worker-militia from the gear fac
tory and other plants had coura
geously fought and beat back the

rioters trying to charge into the

Great Hall of the People. They
were collectively awarded a third-

class citation. They wrote the
rhymed dialogues after their re
turn from the square.
The songfest ended with the

whole

stadium

singing

"The

International".
Workers at tbc Capital Iron and Steel Company, Peking.

All Ckma Acclaims the Cultural Revolution in Song
People's Liberation Army men.

Members of a commune brigade in Tungkuan county, Ewangtung province.
Students, teachers and staff members, Tsinghua University, Peking.

Pupils at the Melon Lane

Primary School, Shanghai.
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Health Core for

Women and Children
Staff Reporter

TUTUNG COUNTY on the Kiang-

" su province coast has done an
outstanding job in health protec
tion for women and children, who

make up two-thirds of its one
million inhabitants. A system now

reaching into every commune and
brigade has greatly improved the

women's

associations

facilitated

the work.

The work began quite early with
midwifery. Young women from
poor or lower-middle peasant fami
lies with socialist consciousness and

health of women and children in

some schooling were chosen for
training in modern
hygienic
methods of midwifery, Later after

the rural areas.

there were barefoot doctors they

Though the county had a center
for mother and child care before

the cultural revolution, it was

located in the county seat and did
not serve the rural areas because
Liu Shao-chi's revisionist line for

medical work emphasized the
cities. This line was repudiated
during the cultural revolution and
Chairman Mao's directive "In med

were also given advanced mid
wifery training. Following a short
period of lectures they were sent
to commune hospitals for three to
six months of practical training,
and some went on to county hospi
tals for further study, Today near

ly all of the 800 women barefoot
doctors in the county have had
training in modern delivery meth

In 1972 the infant of a peasant
woman named Chu Kuei-fang was
in danger of asphjociation because
of the long delivery. Yang Tsuiping learned that the woman's
firstborn had died this way. Deter
mined that the tragedy would not
be repeated, she bent down and
gave the child mouth-to-mouth re
suscitation, then with artificial

respiration and acupuncture saved
its life.

Over the past seven years Yang
Tsui-ping has not lost one of the
234 babies she has delivered, nor
had a single case of puerperal fever
or infant tetanus. Today such a
record is not exceptional in Jutung
coimty. For several years there

have been no cases of puerperal

ods. Many of them know how to

fever or infant tetanus, and infant

on the rural areas" was carried out.

correct the position of the fetus

mortality has dropped sharply.

Barefoot doctors and cooperative

and what to do in difficult situa

medical care appeared in the rural

tions such as breech presentations
or when the infant is in danger of

ical and health work, put the stress

areas and city medical workers
began to turn their attention to the
countryside where the vast ma

jority of the people live. This dras
tically changed the medical pic
ture in the rural areas and provided
favorable

conditions

for

health

care for women and children.

asphyxiation. The barefoot doctors
give expectant mothers pre-natal
checkups and regularly visit the
mothers after childbirth to give

them pointers on how to take care
of themselves and their infants.

Yang Tsui-ping, 34, is one of

Mass Examinations

Every year since 1970 a gynecologiced examination of the coun
ty's 150,000 married women has
been carried out by the county and
commune hospitals and barefoot
doctors. Before spring work begins
teams composed of a gynecologistobstetrician and several barefoot

these new people trained in recent

doctors make these examinations in

years. The tales she heard after
she started her midwifery studies
in 1968 — of the many women who

every commune brigade. Com
mune, brigade and women's leaders
help with publicity and organiza

county has trained 1,600 barefoot

died in childbirth in the old so

tion.

doctors, more than half of them
women. In 1970 these and gyne

ciety, the

Modern Midwifery
Over the past ten years Jutung

cologists and pediatricians in the
hospitals were organized into a
woinan-and-child health system
reaching from the county down to
the communes and brigades. The

county Communist Party commit
tee, medical departments and
SEPTEMBER 107B

many

who became

chronic invalids, the countless ba
bies who died at birth or in infancy
— made her feel she had a great

responsibility.

She studied hard

and tried to emulate Dr. Norman

Bethune's spirit of "utter devotion
to others without any thought of
self".

Health problems thus discovered
early have a better chance of cure.
Since 1974 the examination has in
cluded a test for cervical cancer.

Such cases are sent to the county

or city hospital.

Chung Mei-ying, 45, a member
of the Chanan commune's brigade
43

women's work attendance has risen

from 75 percent in 1970 to 90 per-'
cent for the past three years.
Efforts are made to combine tra
ditional

Chinese

medicine

with

western

medicine and to utilize

those herbs that grow locally. This
has made it possible to treat a
larger number of patients, im
proved efficacy of treatment and

"w •

kept down costs to the cooperative
medical care system.

.>

.

-

One of the tasks of the medical

personnel is educating the women
on preventive measures, in line
with Chairman Mao's policy of
prevention first. They also provide
production team leaders with in
formation on the women's physical
condition to guide them in assign

ing work.
Healthy Children

Preventive inoculations.

All children receive BCG inocu

lations against tuberculosis at birth.
No. 11, had been ailing since her

Chung Mei-jnng is again doing

twenties and unable to do farm

farm work.

work for more than ten years.

her situation

Before the cultural revolution she

mother

had gone several times to hospitals

niness had made life a torture for

in the cities but showed no marked

her, but the family could not afford

improvement. She lost all hope of

proper medical care and could only

getting well.

have her looked at by a witch

She often compares
with

before

that of

the

her

liberation,

The 1970 checkup diagnosed her

doctor who charged less. "What a

case as cervical erosion, a tricho-

difference today under Chairman

monas vaginitis infection and other

Mao's revolutionary line for health

problems. Two of the brigade's new

work!" says Chung Mei-ying. "The

barefoot doctors, with guidance

barefoot

from the commune hospital, made

friends."

pills and compounded Chinese me

doctors

are

our

true

Beginning at two months, the child
gets various immunizations, and
booster

shots

are

given

until

the age of seven. All pre-school
children in the county have a

physical examination by the bare
foot doctors once a year, A card for

each child is kept in the brigade
clinics on which they record find

ings of the checkups, immuniza
tions, history of infectious diseases
the child has had and his common
ailments and the treatment. Every

Chung Mei-ying's is only one of

dicinal herbs for oral and external

many such cases in the county. In

use. Viewing her suffering

as

1970, 78 percent of the women

their own, they came every day

examined were found to have some

for three months to treat her until

kind of illness.

she was well.

further

time an epidemic disease threatens,
the barefoot doctors prepare a pre

ventive

herbal

brew

for

the

children.

Her medical ex

penses were borne by the coopera
tive medical care system. Today
44

Treatment, and

Year-round kindergartens and

this

nurseries set up in the county in

figure down to 24 percent last

recent years provide conditions for

spring.

child health protection.

checkups

brought

As health has improved

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

The first to set up year-round
kindergartens in all its brigades
was the Changsha commune. It did

this in 1971 after it began stressing
learning from Tachai, the Shansi
province brigade which is a na
tional agricultural model, to enable
more women to take part in farm

work. The
Party

county

committee

Communist

later

recom

mended that all communes do the
I
same.

Today there are 3,100 kinder

gartens in the county, taking in 86

r

percent of the children from three

to seven.

There are also 2,000

nurseries for children from one to

three. Total enrolment in kinder

gartens and nurseries is 90,000.

Here both are free of charge.
Tang Tsui-ping (left) visits a young mother at home with
pointers on bow to take care of herself and her newborn baby.
A talk in the field on health problems of women and children and

tamiiy planning by a health worker from the Chanan commune hospital.

Single women with socialist con
sciousness and some schooling, in

cluding some city middle school

graduates who have come to work
'

■ .'.y

in the countryside, are chosen as
teachers and given a short period

of training. They usually supervise
about 20 children. They train them
in health habits as well as in the
rudiments of reading and writing,

%

singing, dancing,sports and revolu
tionary ideas. Morning checkups
and regular reports on possible

epidemics help prevent Ulness. The
barefoot doctors frequently visit

the kindergartens and nurseries

to give advice on health work.
The barefoot doctors, particularly

the women, have become the back
bone force for child health in the

countryside. Realizing the impor
tance of this work,they go to homes
and fields to spread knowledge on
how to keep well and invite

mothers and grandmothers to talks
on child health.
45

Jen Nai-hsiu, a barefoot doctor

in the Nanling commune's brigade
No. 1, found that some infants were

not developing properly because
their mothers had insufficient milk
and did not know what else to feed

them. She

proposed

trying

to

find a food that could serve as a

supplementary feeding for infants
under one year and as the main
food for those getting little or no

i: L.-' ■
v.-'

mothers' milk. The brigade Party

•j..

committee gave her full support.
^>:t: -Y'

After repeated experiments she and

others working with her developed
a suitable milk substitute. Her ex

periments came to the attention of
a research

Academy

jMSGasi^js—.--i

Barefoot doctor Jen Nai-hsiu explains to teachers the importance of inoculations.

I

unit of the

of

Medical

Chinese

Sciences,

which sent staff members to help
improve the formula. It is now
scheduled for regular production by
a county food-products factory.
In the old days when infant mor
tality was high in the countryside
it was thought that having a lot of

Jen Nai-hsiu giving kindergarten children a regular checkup.

children was insurance for their

security in old age. Now that al
most aU children live and thrive,

many couples are willing to have
only two children. The birth rate
in the county has steadily declined
from 10.85 per thousand in 1971
to 4,68 in 1974 and 3.68 in 1975.
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LANGUAGE

CORNER

ZHONG WEN YUE KE

Lesson 21

^ ^
Meitian

±
Zaoshang

Every Morning
A

fl

A, 'h^

yi ming

ji

tiln, Xiloguang

zhCiyidho Zhang

Rdng

iQ&itiSn

a

several days, Xiaoguang (had) noticed Zhang

Rong

every day

xr

A

gongching

m&ngr^n

Zhang R6ng shl

de

Zhang Rong is blind persons' factory's

T

*x,
nQgSng,

mgilian zaoshang,

woman worker. Every day morning (she)

5'] xr

didi^

rides

public

-i-

dho gdngching qu ;sh&ng ban.
to
factory to go to work.

^

"gA.

I!

qlche

d5u zu6 gunggbng

Ti

airen

bus

fit

x-lt

de

gongzud
work

Her husband's

mingrin gongching

zhi

hSn yuiin, m6itiaR

it
shkng chf,

xi^Ie chc jlCi ylio

can take her(to)get on bus.(When she) gets off bus (she) has (to)

t

M
fit
^^
hur^D

tingdao yi ge

suddenly

nui

^'J

lu.
way.

T

Jlii

zbbying,
Thus,

'hA

buiiin
guS feng
xiii yu,
no matter blowing wind (or)falling rain,

^

f

dou dbo chczhbn
I4i
to bus stop came

ding
(to) wait

heard

ziol

a

AA

Xiloguang
Xiaoguang

tiSntian
eveiy day

#
ta,
her,

yl
one

lAi

nliin
year

since

fito"
Jilzhc

jlii

ybu

^A,

^

qI4ntian,

Zhang Rdng

4,
sbcngyin:

do

voice:

d4i

Iti

Che,

shengublai
yl zh! sh5u
hand reached over (and)

Following then (there was) a

#.0

tlngjiln yl ge

bus however heard

M

-f-l"

nin

zio!"

supported her.

-

T

yi

xih

nChSir

a

de shengyin:

girl child's

voice:

^l
Shu5w4n

"Ayi,
"Auntie,

^

jib

y&ng shdu chanzhe

ta,

you good moming!" Saying finished (she) using hand supported her

xr

^

yao
sbng ta die gSngching qu.
(Intending to) take her to factory.

Zhang Rdng
xiing:
Zhang Rong thought,

#^

T?

M ^}l

Nil ge
"That

ta.

^

fit.^-t':"M,
qui

^

rr

^

jlbadulm.

But the day before yesterday, Zhang Rong (had) just got off

got off

boy child's

W6 shl 141 gJi nin

KIstal

xlale

fit

n^nhair

ntliySu

TT

"Auntie, you good morning! I am come for you (to) lead way."

chanzhe

fl it#,

shizhong

^ ^

^4,

de."

zdu,
walked.

from beginning to end (did) not interrupt.

Qiini^n qlStlan de yl ge z&oshang, Zh^g Rdng
Last autumn's
one morning, Zhang Rong

"Ayf,

mozhe
groping

xro

k^o
ta
ziji
mozhe
ICi zdudho gongchang.
rely (on) her herself to feel (her) way walk to factory.

qicbe,
bus,

A It#
yi ge rbn
alone

fl

^M

rr
ta

,azdng shl
always

su5yl
jiii ju^ding gbi ta
dbi
Therefore (he) decided for her (to) lead

j\

location from blind persons' factory (is) very far. Every day(he) only
n^ng sbng

fr

xl4
Che yihbu,
getting off bus after,

•a

xr

t

ndnhdir
boy

dao nir
to where

qu le?
went?

Bingle
ma?
Is (he) ill?

ikiy- fit -k^}l
Houlii
Later

A.

h4izi
child

^A

Xiboguang,
gkosu Zhang R6ng, ta
jibo
told Zhang Rong he was called Xiaoguang,

xr

^

Shi
mdngrbn gongching p4ngbian
was blind persons' factory
beside

xu^shcng. Zuljln tamcn
Recently their
pupil.

fit

yi ge
xiboxub
de
a
primary school's

banii de hdngxiiobing
class's
Little Red Guards

Riblrbn

mbltlln

wbi qimzhbng zuo yl jian

everybody every day for masses
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do

a

hio shl.

Why
Hiizi

Idllo

yi ge bd

comes
kinchu

a

de

nQh4ir

yfiu

xlc

qigubi,

jib gSnkuai

gdosu

told

')'?£ fit
jiao XiiohuS, shl Xiloguang dc

ju^ding,
decided

her(shc) herself called Xiaohua, was Xiaoguang's

Zhb

good deed. These

ne?

girl?"

(The)child saw Auntie(was) some curious then quickly

ziji

ayi

rlushJ

not recognizable

ta,

it

^A

Wlishdnme

mlimei.

younger sister.

Tingdao zhljii hud, Zhang Rdng
llkl
xiSngql
qiSn
Hearing this sentence, Zhang Rong immediately remembered before
47

JL ^ 'b^

#12: -itii,

}i

c£ngjlng shuoguo,

tian Xiiogulag

several days Xiaoguang had already

t*

said

A modifier can be placed before
tS

sUng

ytko

he (would)

sister.

JL "1)1:

naydng,

2. Uses of the adverb jiu A.
(1) To indicate an action that takes placeim-

T,i*

m^lmel.

Then

ylhbu attg. /g (after supper), but not before jg ^.

go to

zhSngxui
Ic, s6ng ta de renwu y&o
jiaogii
middle school, taking her
task would be handed over to (his)

Zb6sh]

nQh^ir

^

shu6:

"Ay(,

girl child said,

miitian dou l&l

that way, every day

"Auntie,

w6

^
yao

g$i n(n

dai

Id,

mediately or right after another action. Ni d^ng yihuir,
wo jiu Idi
(Please wait awhile, I'll
come soon). Xiao nQh^ir shuowin "Ayi, nln zaol"
jiu yhng shou chanzhe ta
S-f!"

gege

I will(be) like brother

come for you (to) lead way.

tif& f,' t

xiang

^ as in wfinf&n

buliin
No matter

1=1 sto"

-f if. -ii (The girl said,"Good morning, Auntie,"

and then with her hand supported her).
(2) Meaning "only". Here it is used in ex
actly the same way as zhi (also "only"). Xiaoguang

jW you yi ge mfeimei
(Xiaoguang
has only one younger sister). Gangc^i ta jiu changle

y6u sh£ame sfai,
y5
bd jldndudn."
have what business, (I will) not interrupt."

yi ge ge

T—

(Just now he sang only

one song).

Translation
Zhang Rong b a woman worker in a factory for the blind.
Every morning she takes the public bus to work. Her husband's
place of work is very far from her factory so he can only take her
to the bus. After getting off she has to find her way to the factory
by herself.
One morning last autumn as Zhang Rong got off the bus she
suddenly heard a boy's voice, "Gootl morning, Auntie. I've come
' to help you find your way." Then a hand reached out and took her

(3) To indicate supposition or the conditional
and used with yaoshi

or zhiyao

^(both meaning

"if"). Yiloshi ni mingtian you shfjian, women jiu yiqi
qu youlan chfingcheng

^

(If you have time tomorrow, we will go

to the Great Wail together). Zihiyao fadong qdnzhbng,

zhejian gongzuo jiu yiding neng zuohao

arm.

Later the child told her his name was Xiaoguang, a pupil in
the primary school next to her factory. The Little Red Guards in
his class had recently decided that everyone should do a good deed
for the people every day. For several days Xiaoguang had noticed
that Zhang Rong always had to find her way by herself after getting
crff the bus, so he decided to help her. After that no matter whe'lher
it was windy or rainy, he came for a year every day without fail to
wait for her at thfe bus stop.
But the day before yesterday as Zhang Rong got off the bus she
heard a girl's voice, "Good morning, Auntiel" Then the girl took

her arm to lead her to the factory. Zhang Rong wondered, "Where
has that boy gone? Is he ill? Why has a strange girl come?"
Seeing she was puzzled, the girl quickly said that her name was Xiaohua and that she was Xiaoguang's younger sister. When she heard

iiff

(If we mobilize the masses

this work can surely be done well).

(4) To indicate cause and effect and used
with yinwei 0 . Yinwei Xiaoguang kanjian Zhang
Rong zong shi yi ge ren mozhe zou, jiu jueding meitian
gel ta dai

(Because Xiaoguang noticed that

Zhang Rong always found her way alone he decided
to guide her every day). Yinwei Xiaoguang xiSoxul

tliis Zhang Rong recalled that a few days before Xiaoguang had told

blye le, jiu ba song Zhang Rong dao gongchang qu de

her that he would be going to middle school and would hand over
the job of taking her to his sister.
Then Xiaohua said, "Auntie, like my brother I'll come every
day to lead you. No matter what happens I'll never fail."

renwu jiaogeile meimei

'b

Tj

(As Xiaoguang had

graduated from primary school, he handed over the
job of taking Zhang Rong to her factory to his younger

Notes

I. The use of yih6u

sister).

and hduldi

(both
Exercise

mean "later").

Both may be used for something that happened
in the past. Ta yiqWn zhuzai chengshili, yihou (or

Translate the following dialogue into Chinese;

Xiaoguang: Xiaohua, tomorrow you go to the bus stop to wait for

houlAi) bandao nongciin qu le

(

T (Before he lived in the city,

but later he moved to the countryside). Yihou

Auntie Zhang.
Xiaohua:

Xiaoguang: I am going to middle school. The school is very far
from the blind workers' factory. I can't lead her.
It's difficult for Auntie Zhang, we must certainly help

can also be used for an event that will happen in the

future. Ta xi^nzai zhuzai chengshili, dasuiln yihou
bandlo nongcun qu
j:,

t'
IS
a
n

Why don't you go?

her.

Xiaohua:

All right. Beginning from tomorrow I'll do as you
did and take her to the factory every day.

55

K
H

j3
/C

AH-ir (He lives in the city but plans to move to the
countryside later).48
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(Answers on p.46)
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